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It is a challenge for organizations to achieve as a client secure IT services, where the software 

used meets the security requirements. To achieve secure software guidance must be already 

given during the development of the IT projects and the implementation of changes to existing 

systems. Outsourcing of development, maintenance and management to multiple external 

vendors makes this control issue more complex. Over and over again there are unspoken 

expectations around information security and privacy protection. The method "Grip on SSD" 

indicates how the client can guide and can explicate expectations and monitor the 

implementation. 

An important part of the control system is the use of a manageable set of standards. Please find 

here the standards that can be used in the method "Grip on SSD" to manage expectations among 

stakeholders; even if there is outsourcing of development, maintenance and management to 

multiple external suppliers. The standards take into account the mutual expectations between the 

parties and shall specify the mutual responsibilities in order to meet the standards. 

Where 'supplier' or 'hosting party' is specified 'internal development department' or the 'internal 

IT Department' can also be read, because the interactivity there share the same challenges. For 

the actors generic names are used, ie "client", "software developer" and "hosting party," while 

they have different names in a specific situation. The  tasks for these actors are, where relevant, 

always described in the elaboration of the standards. This description is always based on the 

threefold management model Looijen (1997), which assumes the chain: functional management, 

application management and technical management  

 
The document describes the scope of the standards, in short how to deal with standards, with 

reference to the method "Grip on SSD" and the standards themselves. The numbering of the 

standards maintains the original numbering so that the numbering is consistent across the 

dashboard, as used in the method "Grip on SSD". 

 
This document has been produced by close cooperation between various parties within the 

government and business. This collaboration was established in the SSD practitioner group. The 

authors wish to particularly express their gratitude for the support by those who have actively 

contributed to the preparation of this document: 

 Cor Rosielle, UWV 

 Ad Kint, UWV 

 Jan Breeman, BKWI 

 Marc Schellekens, Capgemini 

 Marek Veselka, CGI 

 Martijn van Schie, Unisys 

 Rob van der Veer, SIG 

 Wicher Spanninga, IBM 

 
Amsterdam, October 2014 
 
 

 August 2018: Special thanks go to Dan Ionita (The Value Engineers) for pointing at two 

small but rather critical translation errors in SSD-2 /01/01.02. 
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1. Introduction 

This document describes the most important security requirements that apply  for 

organizations by the development and acquisition of (web) applications.  Together with the 

method "Grip on SSD", in which the approach "how to get a grip on it" is described, the client 

is offered a complete solution for safe software according to the requirements. The 

requirements are restricted to the application layer of the system. Security requirements 

specified for example for the infrastructure, the workplace or the personnel are not included. 

For this, existing frameworks for information security may be used, such as ISO 27002. 

In order to continue to be able to cover the most important threats, it is important that the 

listed maintenance takes place. The list is and will be kept up to date by the clients and the 

suppliers who develop software. 

The use of a more limited list, ensures there is no excess of demands. Thus, good governance 

has been made possible. The way governance is possible is indicated in the method 'Grip on 

SSD'. 

1.1. The scope: (web) applications 

When this document speaks of (web) application it refers to an application that is accessed 

via a web browser or another client (applications), such as apps, which provides support for 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), but also applications such as legacy applications, which 

are based on the classic client / server protocols. he heart of this definition is that a web 

application is always accessible using HTTP or the encrypted form thereof, namely HTTP 

Secure (HTTPS). 

1.2. Comply or Explain 

Regarding the security requirements, the principle 'comply or explain' applies. 

A measure associated with a security requirement does not apply if it can be demonstrated 

that: 

 on the basis of a risk analysis the measure is not in proportion to the costs that would 

be incurred; 

 the other measures implemented have limited the risk underlying the requirement to an 

acceptable level. 

It is always important that the measures taken and the risks that are accepted are always 

insightful and connect to the "risk appetite" of the client and thus is monitored in a 

governance process. 

The security requirements described in this document are a guide (best practice), and show 

how the measure could be filled. Depending on the situation, alternative measures may 

possible be better.  The proposed measures are therefore not in themselves hard 

requirement. The risks mentioned in the requirements must always be covered. 

1.3. The Stakeholders 

The following roles are defined by the security requirements: 

 The client for an application; 

 The internal or external software supplier, who handles the design, development, testing 

and often also the implementation; 

 The hosting party that provides for the production and technical management; 

 The receiving party, namely the user organization operating the application and taking 

care of the functional management. This is usually the client, therefore the distinction 

between recipient and principal is not maintained. How the parties form a chain is 

explained in section 2.2 and 2.2.4. 
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2. Explanation of the structure of the security 

2.1. Template used 

 

This second version of the SSD-standards is based on the SIVA-method [Tewarie, 2014]. 

How this is used is described in the appendix. To give a structured answer to the question “who 

does what and why?” a template is used. 

 

The template used for the standards is: 

 

SSD-nr Subject of the standard 
Criterion (who 

and what) 
What (xxxxxx) <verb> xxxxx keywords xxxxx 

Objective 

(why) 
The reason why the standards are used. 

Risk The risk that forms the reason to use the standard. 
Reference Source 1 Source 2 …   

     
 

Every keyword forms an indicator, which must be met. For this reason each keyword is 

implemented. The template used for keywords is: 

 

SSD-nr Subject of the standard 
 indicators 
/01 

/01.01 

/01.01 

… 

keyword 
indicator 1.1 
indicator 1.2 
… 

 

The keywords (/ 01, / 02, etc) and the perspectives are numbered (/01.01, /01.02, etc), so they 

can be referred to in the notes hereafter.  

 

The references, where relevant, indicate where in the following standards and guidelines 

additional information is available: 

 NCSC: 

‘ICT Security standards for Web Applications’, part 1 and 2, NCSC, January 2012; 

 NIST: 

Special Publication SP800-53 ‘Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information 

Systems’, NIST; 

 ISO27002: 

NEN-ISO/IEC 27002 ‘Code for information security’, 2005. The "Baseline Information 

Security (BIR) can also be used for the relevant references. 

2.2. The management chain provides clarity about responsibilities 

2.2.1.  The model used 

The security standards are standards for the software. For the realization of an information 

system however, more parties are involved than just the party that makes the software. The 

various parties form a chain. The interaction between the parties can be represented in different 

models. For this there multi-level models, such as the nine-level model (SAME Strategic 

Alignment Model Enhanced) and the three-level model of Looijen. In the three-level model three 

types of management are distinguished: functional management, application management and 

technical management.
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The SIVA-method asks for an answer to the question “who” is responsible. To specify who is 

responsible for each portion of the security requirement of an application, the three-level model of 

Looije may be used. 

2.2.2.  A chain of responsibilities 

The three-level model assumes that the applications, after they are developed and delivered, 

must be managed. In order to add an application to a management chain first must be 

determined whether the application meets the functional requirements, after which the 

application is made available in a data center to the users. 

 Functional management 

Functional management is responsible on behalf of the user organization for realizing the 

functionality of an application in which this application must connect optimally with the 

business process. Functional management acts as principal for the (ICT) service taken and 

thus as principal for application technical management. 

The model therefore assumes that taking care of the functional management is maintained 

by the client in-house. 

 Application Management 

Under application management is understood the development and maintenance of the 

application. Here the preservation and adaptation of the application software and the 

structure of the data sets are controlled. 

The application management may be outsourced and controlled by contracts or remain 

within the their own organization. Even if the application management is in house there is 

still talk of a chain and thus a chain of responsibilities. 

 Technical Management 

The technical management is responsible for the availability of the (ICT)service and 

maintenance of the technical infrastructure. The technical management also makes the 

application and data files available on that infrastructure. The technical manager takes care 

of the entire technical infrastructure (hardware, including the network workstation 

infrastructure, system software, development tools, etc.). 

The technical management can be outsourced and controlled by contracts (ITIL-

terminology: 'underpinning contracts') or remain within own organization. Here, too, there 

is also a chain and thus a chain of responsibilities. 
 

The figure below shows how the three types of management and its stakeholders form a chain 

and how responsibilities can be organized. 
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2.2.3. A chain of agreements 

By the division of responsibilities a need for information from the parties involved is created. 

Here, the Galbraight "reduction of uncertainty"  should be pursued.  Galbraith argues that 

processes being implemented should be disturbed as little as possible by lack of information. By 

choosing the agreements between the parties  well and linking them to  competencies of the 

parties the transfer of information is minimized and the effectiveness and efficiency are 

maximized. This means that although the client is in a management role, it should be ensured 

that he does not end up in a role where he must review and approve the installation procedures 

and / or configuration guidelines of the technical products from the application developer. 

1.  Functional Management – Application Management 

In the development of security requirements in Chapter 3 a chain of responsibilities is 

adopted. The chain used assumes that the client specifies the security requirements for 

the application. Because the security requirements have a more technical nature, they 

have been prepared taking into account the competencies of the parties involved. In this 

chain is therefore talk of  

a partnership. The CIP practitioner group for "Grip on SSD" is a partnership that enables 

stakeholders to contribute their knowledge to the security requirements process. 
2.  Application management – Technical management 

The completed application delivered by the application developer will be presented for 

acceptance to the client. In order to minimize the transfer of information and to maximize 

the effectiveness and efficiency the technical documentation necessary  

for the installation (as indicated in the security configuration guidelines) is submitted  

to the technical management for approval. 

3. Technical management – Functional management 

The agreements between the hosting party and the client are defined in the 

underpinning contracts and with respect to security elaborated in a security plan. The 

security plan describes how the security requirements, as described in Chapter 3, are 

met and how monitoring, for example by means of penetration testing can take place. 

This chain of agreements forms the basis for the preparation of the security requirements 

specified in Chapter 3. 
 

2.2.4. Responsibility for compliance with the requirements 

The primary responsibility for the implementation of the specified requirement lies with the 

internal or external software supplier. As part of the completion of a release, which is ready for 

production, the supplier must report on the way compliance with the requirements takes place. 

The control and supervision of the operation and implementation of the security requirements 

is the responsibility of the supplier, the hosting party and the client. In practice, the client has 

a test team and a security team who are responsible for monitoring and surveillance. 
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Depending on the requirement, this check is done in one of the following ways: 

 
Checkpoints   

Client 
Appl. 

Dev. 
Hosting- 

party 
Governance within "Grip on SSD", including the security 
requirements  

R   
Check if the design meets the security requirements R A  
Checking the code complies with the security requirements and 

reporting this to the Client  
 R A 

Check the working of the specific functionality R A  
Verification by checking whether the application is vulnerable 

to attack, and reporting this to the client  
 R R 

Verification by checking if the configuration of the application 

meets the security requirements and report this to the 

application developer and the client 

 A R 

Testing that the compliancy reporting meets the security 

requirements  
R   

 
R= responsible, A = advisory 
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3.   Security requirements for the (web)application 

3.1. SSD-1: Hardening of technical components 
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SSD-1 Hardening 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The software conforms to the hardening policy. The software and the platform 
are configured in accordance with the corresponding hardening directive. The 

Configuration is process driven and procedurally organized. 
Objective 
(why) 

Protecting the delivered service from misuse through weaknesses, by limiting 

the functionality to that which is necessary for the correct functioning of the 

services. 
Risk Liability in the case of incidents, as (culpably) current and prevailing security 

practices are not adhered to because avoidable vulnerabilities are not 
deactivated. 

Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   
B0-6 
B0-7 

    

 
Explanation 

It is possible to reduce the number of potential attacks by removing from the system among 

other things software, user accounts and services that are not (strictly necessary) related, and 

required for the functioning of the system. If that is not possible, all non-essential facilities 

should be disabled. 

 
By the hardening of the system the communication capabilities of the system are limited to a 
minimum (that which is essential).  One of the ways to achieve this is to make unnecessary 
services unavailable by removing them, or turning them off. By identifying the services needed 

and then to determine the dependencies, you arrive at a minimum list of services that should be 

on the system. All other services can best be removed or disabled. Remember that non-active 
though available  services on a system could ultimately lead to a vulnerable system. It is 
therefore safer to completely remove unnecessary services from the system. 

 
Compliance indicators 

/01 hardening policy 

The information security policy includes a section specifically dedicated to hardening. Most 

computers, networking equipment and software packages contain more functionality than an 
organization needs for the purpose for which it is purchased. The hardening policy describes 
how the organization will deal with this. To prevent unsafe (obsolete) protocols or features being 
used the hardening policy also describes how by means of patching this can be avoided. 

 
SSD-1 Hardening 

 indicators 
/01 

/01.01 
hardening policy 
There are rules for hardening and patching of ICT components. 

 
/02 hardening guideline 

Hardening Guidelines give instructions and / or directions for safe configuration of platforms 

and web servers. 
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SSD-1 Hardening 
 indicators 
/02 hardening guideline 

/02.01 The software supplier makes the software available with an overview of the 

necessary protocols, services and accounts. 
/02.02 During hosting only the necessary protocols, services and accounts are active, 

other protocols services and accounts are disabled or removed. 

/02.03 During the hosting the security configuration of network services and protocols 

are adjusted in accordance with the guidelines. 
 

Explanation 

/02.01 Make sure that this document is part of the change management process. 

The document: 

 has an owner; 

 has a date and version number; 

 includes a document history (what is when and by whom modified; 

 is up to date, correct and complete; 

 is defined/approved by the appropriate (organizational) level . 

/02.03  The 'tuning' of the TCP / IP stack can help in securing from (D) DoS attacks. 

 
/03 process driven and procedural 

By working in a process driven and procedural way you ensure that all ICT components - both 

new and existing - are hardened and remain. 

 
SSD-1 Hardening 

 indicators 
/03 process driven and procedural  

/03.01 ICT components are (demonstrably) provided according to the instructions 

and procedures of the supplier. 
/03.02 ICT components support only those services that are necessary according to 

the design, other services are disabled or deleted. 
/03.03 ICT components are equipped with the latest relevant patches. 
/03.04 Only IT components that meet the hardening guidelines are put into production. 

/03.05 Where it cannot be prevented that the provision of an ICT component differs 

from the hardening directive, this is documented, reported and approved. 

/03.06 Periodically reviews are held to check that the ICT components in production do 
not offer more than the necessary services from the design (status recording). 

Deviations will be corrected or documented (see /01.05). 

 
Explanation 

/03.01 Alternatively, the check can be performed by an automated process. In that case, it is 

enough to simply note the version number of the software and any parameters. 

/03.01 In the work instructions please apply the instructions and procedures from the supplier. 

Keep a checklist during the setup of a component and sign this upon completion of the 

setup of the component. 

/03.02 TIP: Capture all the services found, indicating whether they are active, disabled or 

deleted. In this way, it is easier to establish if new services have been introduced. 
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/03.02 Use the design to establish which services are needed. Switch all other services out, 

even when these are 'nice' or ‘handy’. If possible remove these services from the ICT-

component (uninstall). 

/03.03 Join a notification service from the supplier to keep abreast of patches and releases of 

the software. Compare the documentation for new patches with the services that are 

running on the ICT component. Determine if a patch is necessary, and plan for 

applying necessary patches. 

/03.06 Automatic controls can be a part of this periodic review, but in many cases are not 

enough. 

/03.06 Implementation of the review should be recorded and signed off. 
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3.2. SSD-2: Use of safe cookies or apps 
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Explanation 

Sensitive (confidential) data are protected by the use of cryptographic techniques. The 

organization must determine by means of a risk analysis which data are sensitive or confidential. 

A cookie or a client part of an application (such as an app) typically contains information about 

the session that a user has with a specific (web) application and possibly authentication data as 

well. When visiting a (web) application if this information is continuously shown to said (web) 

application then the (web) application knows that a user is already authenticated and that this 

does not need to happen again. Abuse of this information means that attackers procure 

unauthorized access to the service offered. An attacker can do this by capturing the information 

(by sniffing the network traffic) or by pulling residual information from a workstation (e.g. in an 

Internet cafe). Many of these problems can be prevented by encrypting the data, or by carrying 

out additional checks on the container (such as a cookie) in which the information is located. A 

container with information (cookie) must be encrypted with a key that is known only to the web 

application. The user (and the attacker) can do almost nothing with the container (the cookie) 

(he does not have the secret key) except to provide the container / cookie to the (web) 

application. A residual risk is that an attacker can on the basis of the container / cookie procure 

access to the application (authentication replay). To reduce this residual risk, the (web) 

application works with dynamic keys. By for example generating a new key every 2 minutes, the 

container / cookie on the workstation remains valid for only 2 minutes. As long as the user 

remains logged on to the (web) application, it receives a new key every 2 minutes. At the 

moment that an attacker gets his hands on such a container / cookie, the validity of the key has 

in all probability already expired and can no longer start the app with the container / cookie. 

The flag 'HttpOnly' on a cookie ensures that the cookie can only be used over HTTP and HTTPS 

connections, and not for example via a javascript. 

The flag 'secure' limits the communication of the cookies to a secure connection using HTTPS 

and prevents the contents of a cookie being visible to unauthorized persons. By thereby to 

encrypt the contents of a cookie, wherein the key may only be known to the web application, 

the content of the cookie is shielded and thus secures the confidentiality. 

SSD-2 Use of safe cookies or apps 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

In Cookies and the application front-end confidential information are 

protected by the application of cryptographic techniques. 
Objective 
(why) 

Use, access, modification or loss of confidential data through actions of 

unauthorized persons is prevented. 
Risk If confidential information (including authentication data) are not protected 

the confidentiality of data is not guaranteed and the access to the services 

offered is not restricted to the authorized users. 
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

B3-16 
B5-4 
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Compliance indicators 

/01 confidential data 

The sensitivity / confidentiality of the data is known, so an appropriate shielding can be 

offered. 

 
SSD-2 Use of safe cookies or apps 

 indicators 
/01 confidential data  

/01.01 The Client specifies the classification of the confidentiality of the data in the 

container/cookie 
/01.02 If the classification of confidentiality for the data has NOT been 

established, the data is encrypted by default. 
 

Explanation 

/01.01 A BIA has been performed. The classification provides clarity regarding the data to 

be shielded; in this case by encryption. 

/01/02 In practice, the classification will not be known for every attribute, especially if it is 

a technical attribute and therefore not included in a BIA or risk analysis. If the 

confidentiality of an attribute has NOT been determined, then encryption will take 

place by default. 

 
/02 cryptographic techniques 

Data is protected from unauthorized review and / or manipulation by use of 

cryptographic techniques. 

 
SSD-2 Use of safe cookies or apps 

 indicators 
/02 cryptographic techniques 

/02.01 Confidential information in cookies / data containers are protected by 

encryption. 
/02.02 The software supplier provides the software with associated configuration 

guidelines. 
/02.03 Communication of confidential data (to and from containers/ cookies) is 

encrypted. 
/02.04 The hosting is responsible for the configuration in accordance with the 

configuration guidelines from the software supplier. 
 

Explanation 

/02.01 Cookies are special data files(-containers). They are used among other things for 

maintaining sessions. Cookies should therefore be encrypted. 

/02.03 This shall as a rule be SSL/TLS. The following practice applies to safely use SSL / TLS1: 

General: 
 Ensure an up-to-date implementation of SSL/TLS. The library that implements 

this protocol must be recent. If an update is available, install it. 

 Switch support for SSL 1.0 and SSL 2.0 off. These versions have known 

vulnerabilities which make them unsafe. 
 
 

1
 - NCSC – Factsheet ‘FS 2011-09 Vulnerability in SSL en TLS’, version 1.2, dated 31 

January 2012- https://www.ncsc.nl/dienstverlening/expertise-
advies/kennisdeling/factsheets/factsheet-over-een-kwetsbaarheid-in-ssl-en-tls.html 
  

https://www.ncsc.nl/dienstverlening/expertise-advies/kennisdeling/factsheets/factsheet-over-een-kwetsbaarheid-in-ssl-en-tls.html
https://www.ncsc.nl/dienstverlening/expertise-advies/kennisdeling/factsheets/factsheet-over-een-kwetsbaarheid-in-ssl-en-tls.html
https://www.ncsc.nl/dienstverlening/expertise-advies/kennisdeling/factsheets/factsheet-over-een-kwetsbaarheid-in-ssl-en-tls.html
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 If the implementation provides the facility, use the settings to switch off the 

 categories 'weak ciphers' and 'medium ciphers' . Specifically: 

 Disable cipher suites with the following elements: ADH (Anonymous Diffie-

Hellman), NULL (provides no encryption), EXPORT (provides insufficient 

safety), RC4 and DES. 

 Switch off compression at SSL/TLS-level. SSL/TLS compression makes a website 

susceptible to the CRIME attack. 

 Where possible, switch HTTP-compression off. HTTP-compression makes a 

website susceptible to the BREACH attack. 

 be alert to the BEAST attack. This is good to mitigate on the side of the client 

(browser thus), but not on the side of the server. All major browser makers 

provide protection against the BEAST attack in their recent versions. Where 

possible also do the following: 

 Support TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2. These versions of SSL/TLS offer better safety 

features. 

 Offer ECDHE- and/or DHE-ciphers. These provide forward secrecy. That is a 

mechanism that prevents an attacker storing encrypted communication to crack it 

(with more powerful computers) in the future. 

/02.03 If not all the information is exchanged through a secure connection (such as HTTPS) a 

redirect takes place from HTTP to HTTPS when a (contact) form is requested or 

confidential / sensitive information is exchanged. 
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3.3.  SSD-3: Security of mobile code 

 
 

 
SSD-3 Security of mobile code 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

Applications make use of authorized mobile code. 

Objective 
(why) 

Compliance with this criterion ensures that only signed code is used, the 

source is verified, and the risk of malicious code is restricted. 

Risk Mobile code, such as plug-ins, can contain viruses and malware. Without a 

security mechanism an application can be vulnerable to various forms of 

attacks and viruses via mobile code. 
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

 SC-18 10.4.1 
10.4.2 

  

 
Explanation 

Mobile code is software that can be transferred from one computer to another is performed 

automatically and performs a specific function with little or no user intervention. Examples of 

mobile code technologies are Java, javascript, ActiveX, Postscript, PDF, Shockwave-films, 

Flash, and VBScript. 

 
Compliance indicators 

/01 authorized mobile code 

When using mobile code certainty is obtained about the safety of the code. 

 
SSD-3 Security of mobile code 

 indicators  
/01 authorized mobile code 

/01.01 The application does not use mobile 

code, whose origins and safety has not 

been established. 

 

/01.02 Prior to the use of the application by the 

user no downloading of mobile code is 

required, which means the origin and 

the safety has not been established. 

 

/01.03 If using a mobile code is required, 

whose origin or safety cannot be 

determined with certainty, this mobile 

code shall only be performed in a 

private virtual environment, separated 

from confidential information. 

 

 
Explanation 

/01.01 The source is known and there are no weaknesses known in this field  (unless it can 

be proved that no threat is posed). 

/01.01 Do not trust closed source components from third parties unless it is known exactly what 
the components do. Open source components must be analyzed to confirm that the 
software cannot be considered to be unsafe. 
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/01.02 For the software that is downloaded during the construction of an application the 

requirement in / 01:01 also applies, the source must be known and there must be no 

known weaknesses in the version used (unless they pose no threat). 

/01.03 The software supplier indicates in the design how this is achieved and must be 

configured within the hosting. 
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3.4. SSD-4: Session encryption 

 
 

 

 
Explanation 

Encryption of a session between the server part of the application and the workplace part of the 

application protects the confidential data being transported. Encryption is required on networks 

that are not are labeled as safe. Non safe networks are networks that are not protected against 

unauthorized access. These include public networks and corporate networks in offices that are 

not shown to be physically (and not electronically) shielded. If a network is shielded must be 

formally determined by, for example an audit. In other words, if it is not clear whether a 

network is secure it must be regarded as unsafe. 

 
Compliance indicators 

/01 encryption 

Through encryption confidential information is shielded. 

 
SSD-4 Session encryption 

 indicators  
/01 encryption 

/01.01 The software supplier used protocols 

and cryptographic techniques that 

considered to be are safe. 

 

/01.02 The application encrypts the 

communication between the server 

part and the workplace part of the 

application. 

 

/01.03 The application encrypts the 

communication between the servers 

and the application. 

 

/01.04 At the invocation of the services 

confidential information is encrypted in 

the call. 

 

/01.05 The software supplier provides the 

software with associated 

configuration guidelines. 

 

/01.06 The hosting is responsible for the 

configuration in accordance with the 

configuration guidelines from the 

software supplier. 

 

SSD-4 Session encryption 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The application applies encryption to the communication of confidential 

information over non safe networks. 

Objective 
(why) 

Ensuring that the confidentiality, integrity and possibly the repudiation of data 

deliveries or transactions is guaranteed. 
Risk Unauthorized access to services and revealing or mutating data. 

Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   
B5-2 SC-8 

SC-9 
SC-13 

10.6.1 
10.8.1 
10.9.1 
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Explanation 

/01.01 The versions used have no weaknesses (unless proven to pose no threat) known 

within the area of expertise. 

/01.01 X.509 certificates (or equivalent) based encryption is in most cases enough. 

/01.04 This applies, for example, to sensitive information in URLs. 

 
/02 confidential data 

The sensitivity / confidentiality of the data is known, so an appropriate shielding can be offered. 

 

SSD-4 Session encryption 

 indicators 
/02 confidential data 

/02.01 The client specifies the classification of the data being exchanged. 

/02.02 By default this is the classification for which encryption occurs. 

 
Explanation 

/02.01 A BIA has been carried out. The classification provides clarity regarding the data to 

be shielded; in this case by encryption. Where no BIA or risk analysis for an 

attribute needed for the working of the technique has been carried out, then by 

default encryption takes place. 

/02.02 In practice the classification will not be known for every attribute, especially if it is a 

technical attribute. 
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3.5. SSD-5: Establish identity of an external user 

 
 

 

 
 

Explanation 

Identification and authentication aims to link all operations to individual persons. For traceability 

to individuals, two or three steps are needed: 
1. Identification: 

Identification is making known the identity of a person. (This is done in principle 

through personal contact). 

2. Authentication of the person: 

After the identity has been determined, there must always be established that the 

person who wants to carry out an action is the one that he or she is assumed to be. 

This is done with a multi-factor authentication (see also the notes to /02.01) and 

carried out by an authentication service. 

3. Authentication of a service or application: 

For the operation being carried out on behalf of an individual by a service or 

application, authentication of the service or application is always required. This is done 

by the directory service within the domain where the application is provided. 

 
Compliance indicators 

/01 external users 

 
SSD-5 Determine the identity of an external user  

 indicators 
/01 external users 

/01.01 External users are registered users, who do not connect via the trusted 

internal network or office automation. 
/01.02 The remote user only has access to predefined and fixed functionality based 

on defined roles. 
 

Explanation 

/01.01 A network is only seen as a trusted network when it is formally established at CxO 

level.

SSD-5 Determine the identity of an external user  
Criterion (who 
and what) 

(Web) applications determine the identity of external users on the basis of a 
mechanism for identification and authentication, wherein the authentication 
data in a consolidated authentication facility are managed. 

Objective (why) Preventing unauthorized remote access to applications, so that only 

authorized operations are performed and these operations demonstrably 

traceable to an individual. 
Risk The risk is abuse of identity. The consequences may be unauthorized 

disclosure of information, unauthorized modification or incorrect input of 

transactions in the name of a valid user. 
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

B0-12 
B3-2 

IA-1 
IA-2 

15.1.1 
11.2.3 

11.4.2 
11.5.2 
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/01.01  External users are, as opposed to internal users, registered users, who normally do not 

connect via the internal network or the office automation, but through public networks. 

/01.02  For internal or external employees who do not authenticate via the trusted internal 

network, the authorizations are set as roles that, dependent on the risks of remote 

access, can be a curtailment of the rolls. 

/01.02  For citizens the authorizations limit themselves to the functionality offered to citizens. 

These authorizations are defined in an undeniable manner. Citizens have thereby 

access only to the person's own data, unless access is extended through mandating. 

/01.02  The authorizations granted to a user are recorded in an undeniable manner. 

 
/02 mechanism for identification and authentication 

 
SSD-5 Determine the identity of an external user  

 indicators 
/02 mechanism for identification and authentication 

/02.01 The application only uses the mechanism specified by the client for 

identification and authentication.  
/02.02 The configuration of the identification and authentication facility ensures that 

the authenticated person is indeed the person identified. 
 

Explanation 

/02.01 The moment when the method of authentication and the authentication mechanism 

which should be used to protect a (web) application must be based on the entry device 

policy. Within the access provision policy the manner of authentication is based on a 

risk analysis, in which the access path (eg access via the internal network or even over 

the Internet) and the classification of the confidentiality prevails. 

The method of authentication is determined by the various "factors" from which an 

authenticator can exist. A factor describes how a user must authenticate. This can be 

on the basis of: 

 Something that the user knows (for example a password or pin-code). 

 Something that the user has (for example a token or smartcard). 

 Something that the user is (for example a fingerprint). 

For applications with confidential information that can be accessed via the Internet, the 

access based on the first two factors (something the user knows or has) is most 

commonly used. Use of biometrics for authentication to web applications is still not 

common practice. 

/02.02 It is important that the authentication mechanism can be easily applied in a variety of 

technologies and protocols. This is a role for the Identity & Access Management (I&AM) 

facility. This facility should support both HTML and XML applications, without requiring 

major efforts to achieve this. Think for example of the implementation of authentication 

based on digital (X.509) certificates: when you have arranged this whole process for a 

web application based on HTML, the whole authentication mechanism should be simple 

to use through a web service based on XML. 
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/03 consolidated authentication facility 

User access to applications must be recorded for monitoring purposes. It must be 

recordable, especially in environments susceptible to fraud, which user has based on his or 

her authorization carried out which actions. 

 
SSD-5 Determine the identity of an external user  

 indicators 
/03 consolidated authentication facility 

/03.01 In The Netherlands use is made of a federated facility to authenticate usage by 

citizens. 
/03.02 For the authentication of internal or external employees use is made of an 

enterprise-wide authentication facility. 
/03.03 Managing and maintaining identities and authorization takes place in an 

undeniable way. 
/03.04 The application makes use of uniform and flexible2 authentication 

mechanisms. 
 

Explanation 

/03.01  Furthermore, for Citizens use is made of the authentication facility designated within 

the Netherlands (DigiD). 

/03.02  Consolidate user data (authentication and authorization data) wherever possible in the 

same data set. Do not create separate databases of users for different applications, but 

consolidate it wherever possible in one database. 

/03.02  Furthermore, for Citizens use is made of the authentication facility designated within 

the Netherlands (DigiD). 

/03.03  Use strong authentication (mechanisms). It is crucial that the system authentication is 

very strictly administered. Depending on the type of operating system several measures 

can be taken here. 

/03.03  The supported system uses mechanisms to capture activities (logging). See further 

logging and monitoring (SSD-30). 

/03.04  An application needs to make use of existing, uniform and flexible authentication 

mechanisms. The authentication technologies such as Federated Identity, Security 

Assertion Markup Language (SAML), Web Services Trust (WS-Trust), etc. should be 

easily integrated into various protocols and technologies such as HTML3
 and XML4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2
 This concerns future stability so that potential future risks are limited, for example by 

technology change. 
3
 HTML = HyperText Markup Language 

4
 XML = Extensible Markup Language
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3.6. SSD-6: Establish identity of an internal user 

 

 
 Explanation 

Identification and authentication aims to link all operations to individual 

persons. For traceability to individuals, two or three steps are needed: 

1. Identification: 

Identification is making known the identity of a person. (This is done through 

personal contact; in principle for external and internal staff upon entry into 

service). This is recorded in the personnel system. 

2. Authentication of the person: 

After the identity has been determined, there must always be established that 

the person who wants to carry out an action is the one that he or she is 

assumed to be. This is done with a multi-factor authentication (see also the 

notes to /02.01) and carried out for employees by an authentication service. 

3. Authentication of a service or application: 

For the operation being carried out on behalf of an (individual person) by a service 

or application, authentication of the service or application is always required. This is 

done by the directory service within the domain where the application is provided. 

 

The manner in which the identity of a user needs to be established, should be based on 

the identity and access management policies of the client. The identity and access 

management policy provides rules and regulations for the organizational and technical 

infrastructure of access to ICT facilities, such as application (users) and ICT components 

(administrators). The identity and access management policy describes among other 

things the way the organization deals with identity and access management. The identity 

and access management policies should be determined by the responsible senior 

management (CxO level) to ensure effective and consistent user management, 

identification, authentication and access control mechanisms throughout the organization.

SSD-6 Establish the identity of an internal user 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

(Web) applications establish the identity of internal users on the basis of a 
mechanism for identification and authentication, wherein the authentication and 
authorization data are managed in a consolidated authentication and 
authorization facility. 

Objective 
(why) 

Preventing unauthorized internal access to applications, so that only 

authorized activities are carried out and these actions are demonstrably 

traceable to an individual. 
Risk The risk is abuse of identity. The consequences may be unauthorized disclosure 

of information, unauthorized modification or incorrect input of transactions in the 

name of a valid user. 
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

B0-12 
B3-2 

IA-1 
IA-2 

15.1.1 
11.2.3 
11.4.2 
11.5.2 
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Compliance indicators 

/01 internal users 

 
SSD-6 Determine the identity of an internal user 

 indicators 
/01 internal users 

/01.01 Internal users are registered users who connect via the trusted internal 

network. 
/01.02 The internal user only has access to predefined and fixed functionality and 

data based on defined roles. 
 

Explanation 

/01.01 A network is only seen as a trusted network when it is formally established at CxO 

level. 

/01.01 Internal users are, as opposed to external users, registered users, who by default do not 

connect via public networks, but via the external network. 

/01.02 External or internal staff authorizations are defined in roles. 

/01.02 The authorizations granted to a user are recorded in an undeniable manner. 

 
/02 mechanism for identification and authentication 

 
SSD-6 Determine the identity of an internal user 

 indicators 
/02 mechanism for identification and authentication 

/02.01 The application only uses the mechanism specified by the client for 

identification and authentication. 
/02.02 The configuration of the identification and authentication facility ensures that 

the authenticated person is indeed the person identified. 
 

Explanation 

/02.01 The moment when the method of authentication and the authentication mechanism 

which should be used to protect a (web) application must be based on the entry device 

policy. Within the access provision policy the manner of authentication is based on a 

risk analysis, wherein the classification of the confidentiality prevails. 

The method of authentication is determined by the various "factors" from which an 

authenticator can exist. A factor describes how a user must authenticate. This can be 

on the basis of: 

 Something that the user knows (for example a password or pin-code). 

 Something that the user has (for example a token or smartcard). 

 Something that the user is (for example a fingerprint). 

Applications that are accessible via the trusted internal network, unless a risk 

requires otherwise, have a minimum requirement of a password. 

/02.02 The following recommendations apply to almost all operating systems with respect to 

the authentication (mechanisms): 

 Ensure that the system is not accessible using 'anonymous' accounts such as a 

guest account. 

 Make use of personal user definitions. 
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 Restrict remote access to accounts with limited rights. Make sure the access based 

on root or administrator accounts is not possible. Administrators must log on 

remotely with limited management account and locally, where necessary, make use 

of elevated privileges through mechanisms such as sudo (Unix, Linux, MacOS) and 

RunAs (Windows). 

 Consider the introduction of strong authentication mechanisms for access to 

systems. These mechanisms are characterized by the use of two factors for 

authentication. 

 Limit the number of groups to which a user belongs (group memberships). 

Permissions and rights granted to a group, also apply to the members of that group. 

 Implement a strict password policy. A password policy specifies, the minimum password 

length, length of the password history, complexity of the password and account lockouts. 

 Prevent passwords from being stored in a readable form by means of the use of hashing 

(in combination with salts). 

 Remove or disable unused accounts and standard available accounts. 

Rename 'known' accounts that cannot be removed (such as "administrator"), or make use 

of strong passwords. 

/02.02 It is important that the authentication mechanism can be easily applied in a variety of 

technologies and protocols. This is a role for the Identity & Access Management (I&AM) 

facility. This facility should support both HTML and XML applications, without requiring 

major efforts to achieve this. Think for example of the implementation of authentication 

based on digital (X.509) certificates: when you have arranged this whole process for a 

web application based on HTML, the whole authentication mechanism should be simple to 

use through a web service based on XML. 

 

/03 consolidated authentication and authorization facility 

User access to applications must be recorded for monitoring purposes. It must be recordable, 

especially in environments susceptible to fraud, which user has based on his or her authorization 

carried out which actions. 

 
SSD-6 Determine the identity of an internal user 

 indicators 
/03 consolidated authentication and authorization facility 

/03.01 For the authentication of external or internal employees use is made of an 

enterprise-wide consolidated authentication authorization facility. 

/03.02 Managing and maintaining authentication and authorization data takes 

place in an undeniable way. 
/03.03 The application makes use of uniform and flexible5  authentication and 

authorization mechanisms. 
/03.04 There is an up to date overview of accounts and the persons who use 

them: 

- service-accounts; 

- management accounts; 

- user account; 

(web)application accounts. 

 
 

 

5
 This concerns future stability so that potential future risks are limited, for example by 

technology change. 
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SSD-6 Determine the identity of an internal user 

/03.05 In addition to the central authorization facility more granular permissions can 

be managed within the application. 

 
Explanation 

/03.01  Unless otherwise specified by the customer no use will be made of an authentication 

facility within their own application (facility). 

/03.01  Consolidating user information means for the application that use is made of existing 

generic available (central) mechanisms for authentication and access rights. There is no 

logic for identity and access management built in to the application. The application 

relies entirely on central functionality invested in this area. 

/03.01  Consolidate user data (both authentication and authorization data) wherever possible in 

the same data set. Do not create separate databases of users for different applications, 

but consolidate it wherever possible in one database. 

The choice of a consolidated authentication facility offers: 

 An integrated information facility, that appears to the users as one whole entity, 

makes Single Sign On6
 and Single Sign Out possible, and by the absence of internal 

borders no (or less ) risk of "wrong door". 

 The prevention of replication or synchronization of authentication mechanisms. 

 An efficient, effective and transparent facility which is easy to audit. 

 The possibility to use federated authentication services outside the organization. A 

great deal of these new possibilities find  

their place in the federated identity management. Hereby partnerships are made 

possible, in which the services across organizational borders is a major factor. 

Federated identity management is - compared to "normal" identity management - 

an excellent location there where exchange of identity information across 

organizational borders is necessary. 

/03.01 With the central manner of identity and access control (there is no logic for identity and 

access control built into the web application) it holds that the tool is often an umbrella 

system over all the platforms and applications. 

The use of their own facility "reduces" the complexity of (web) applications, because the 

authentication and authorization of users is disconnected from the application. By linking 

the authentication separately from the application, it is easier to put in another 

authentication facility in the future to secure the application. For this purpose changes 

will be made in the facility, and the underlying application needs "in principle" to notice 

nothing. 

/03.02 It is crucial that the system authentication is very strictly administered. Depending on 

the type of operating system several measures can be taken here. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

6
 With Single Sign On the user logs on just once to be authenticated to other systems. This is 

possible if the other systems, entrust the authentication to the system, in which the user 

authenticates himself. The data required for authentication on the other system (called 

credentials) can be exchanged between the two systems for this purpose. For this purpose is: 

 Among Windows environments Single Sign On provided by applying a Windows Trust 

relationship 

 Between environments where trust relationships are not possible Kerberos certificates 

used. 
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/03.02 The supported system uses mechanisms to capture activities (logging). See further 

logging and monitoring (SSD-30). 

 

/03.03 An application needs to make use of existing, uniform and flexible authentication 

mechanisms. The authentication technologies such as Federated Identity, Security 

Assertion Markup Language (SAML), Web Services Trust (WS-Trust), etc. should be 

easily integrated into various protocols and technologies such as HTML7
 and XML8. 

/03.05 The application can also in addition to the central authentication and authorization 

facility: 

1. The granular permissions that occur within the application, are granted only in 

the more coarse authorizations in the central facility. 

2. Offer an own facility. Hereby is still use made of the central mechanisms for 

authentication and access rights to access the application. he application thus 

offers its own additional security. 

3.   Determining the identity is entrusted by the web application to a central 

mechanism, but provisions for (more detailed) rights to this identity are issued by 

the application. This has advantages and disadvantages. 

Advantages: 

I.  Rights can be assigned in a more dynamic, temporary way based on a task 

assigned within a workflow. 

II.  Use can be made of the granting of detailed rights deep in the technique, 

such as access to a database at the field level. 

Disadvantages: 

III. Audits on rights issued must take place on a non-consolidated administration. 

IV.  The issue of conflicting roles could be difficult or impossible to avoid within 

the organization. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7
 HTML = HyperText Markup Language 

8
 XML = Extensible Markup Language 
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3.7. SSD-7: Segregation of functions 
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SSD-7 Segregation of functions 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The authorizations of users (including administrators) within a (web) application 

are arranged so that permissions can be assigned to organizational functions 
and separation of incompatible authorizations is possible. 

Objective 
(why) 

The effective and safe installation of the access to functionality and 

(confidential) data. 
Risk The lack of adequate implementation of functional separation could lead to an 

increased risk of fraud or abuse of company assets by critical or sensitive tasks. 

Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   
 AC-5 10.1.3 

10.6.1 
10.10.1 

  

 
Explanation 

Functional separation prevents one function (one person) from executing tasks, whereby the 

sum of powers of the employee has so much freedom that it may be harmful to the 

organization. An example of this is the separation of the determination of the amount of 

compensation and making payments. 

Granted authorizations must therefore always correlate with the tasks within a single 

organizational function and therefore, not inconsistent with the separation of functions at the 

organizational level. 

 
Compliance indicators 

/01 authorizations 

 
SSD-7 Segregation of functions 

 indicators 
/01 authorizations 

/01.01 In the application, the authorizations are arranged in a manageable way. he 

application makes therefore use of authorization groups. 
/01.02 In defining authorizations there is extra attention for accounts with high 

privileges such as functional management accounts and platform accounts. 

This is taken into account during the design and construction of the 

applications. /01.03 There is a process for defining, assigning and maintaining the 

authorizations; upon delivery of the application use of this is made or 

referenced in the configuration description thereof. 
 

Explanation 

/01.01 The authorization groups are structured so that they are easy and manageable to link 

with tasks and organizational functions.  

Access management covers all activities to be carried out by systems to control and 

enforce the authorizations for Web applications. 

The way in which rights on the system could be limited, is dependent on the operating 

system and the policy regarding access. Here are some instructions for curtailing rights 

to two popular types of operating systems: 
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Microsoft Windows: 
Microsoft Windows offers the possibility to adjust rights to, amongst other things, 

directories, files and the registry. Through so-called Group Policy Objects (GPO) 

administrators can centrally manage the rights of users through the Active Directory 

(AD). A GPO allows you to enforce central limitations for various Windows components 

and systems. 

Linux/UNIX: 

Linux / UNIX provides commands like chmod (change mode), chown (change owner), 

umask, setuid (set user ID) and setgid (Set GroupID) to set up access control. Whoever 

grants the authorization (approves request), has a different focus, for example, the data 

owner or manager. Granting access must be based on classification of the confidentiality 

and risk analysis. When determining the classification of the confidentiality the business 

need to spread information or to limit dissemination and any possible damage by, for 

example unauthorized access to the information, should be taken into account. 

/01.02 An application often makes direct or indirect use of a number of different platform 

accounts on a system. By assigning the application platform accounts with limited 

rights, the damages that can come from an attack are limited. 

In limiting rights of the platform accounts you should think of the following types of web 

application platform accounts: 

 Accounts for establishing connections between the web application and (web 

applications on ) the data layer such as databases and Lightweight Directory Access 

Protocol (LDAP) stores. Restricting rights limits potential damage from injection 

attacks Structured Query Language (SQL) injection, LDAP injection). 

 Platform accounts under which the web server, database server and the 

application server run. restriction of rights limits the damage from buffer 

overflows and injection attacks. 

 Platform accounts for access to the file system. A web application often uses the 

account under which the web application is running to obtain access to the file 

system. It is therefore wise to restrict the rights of this account at the file level, 

whereby this account does not have the possibility to create new files or to change 

existing files. This is not always possible if the application requires these rights in 

order to function. 

/01.02 The rights are limited to those which are strictly necessary to perform the assigned 

tasks and responsibilities. This is conform SSD-8. 

/01.03 The assigned permissions should be checked periodically. This process is coordinated 

with the business. This can be based on a summary of all authorizations for the web. The 

web application manager assesses whether there are users and authorizations which 

exist that are no longer needed or that need to be changed. It is important that the 

summary be "digestible" for a web application manager. 

To perform this the following conditions must be met: 

 there is a responsible person (owner) specified per web application; 

 there is a current list of all users and authorizations for the web application; 

 the person responsible for the (web) application assesses whether users and 

authorizations exist that are no longer needed or that need to be changed. This 

includes unwanted accumulations of authorizations. 

Improvement actions are defined when implemented measures do not meet the 

requirements and / or expectations or cause failures. Per remedial action a responsible 

person is specified and the status of these improvements is updated periodically. 
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Implementation of the review should be recorded and signed off. 

 
/02 organizational functions 

The tasks within the administration are known and divided into several groups, the 

organizational functions. These profiles are designed on the one hand to achieve an effective 

range of tasks, and on the other hand an adequate segregation of duties. The organizational 

features are reflected in the authorizations of users, including those of administrators. 

 
SSD-7 Segregation of functions 

 indicators 
/02 organizational functions 

/02.01 On the basis of tasks, responsibilities and permissions, the various functions, 

tasks and authorizations are identified in the design and in the application. 

/02.02 There is a completed authorization matrix, in which the task authorizations 

are assigned. 
 

Explanation 

/02.01  Besides the various substantive areas of responsibility is herein explicit attention 

given to undesired combinations of powers. 

/02.02 The separation of functions indicates for example, that a single administrator is  
unable – directly or indirectly – to gain complete control over all functions. 

 
/03 separation of incompatible authorizations 

Tasks within the functional and technical management are identified and divided into several 

groups, the job profiles. These profiles are designed on the one hand to achieve an effective 

range of tasks, and on the other hand for an adequate separation of incompatible 

authorizations. 

The function profiles are reflected in the authorizations of users, including those of 

administrators. 

 
SSD-7 Segregation of functions 

 indicators 
/03 separation of incompatible authorizations 

/03.01 On the basis of tasks, responsibilities and permissions the incompatible 

authorizations are identified. 
/03.02 There is a completed authorization matrix, in which the segregation is 

specified. 
/03.03 In addition to the existence of a filled matrix, there must be explanation 

about the support of the separation of functions. 
/03.04 There is a process for the definition and maintenance of the authorizations. 

 
Explanation 

/03.01 Besides the various substantive areas of responsibility is herein explicit attention 

given to undesired combinations of powers. 

/03.02 The separation of functions indicates for example, that a single administrator is  

unable – directly or indirectly – to obtain full control over all functions. 
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3.8. SSD-8: Least Privilege 

 
 

 
SSD-8 Least privilege 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web)application enforces the restricted set of rights and privileges 
prescribed by the client with only that access necessary for the user. 

Objective 
(why) 

An employee receives only those rights that are necessary for the specific tasks 
assigned to him or her as described in the job description. 

Risk If a user has too many rights there may be intentional or unintentional abuse of 
these rights. There is also a risk of creating unnecessary harm by compromising 
a user or system account when this account has to many rights. 

Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   
 AC-5 10.1.3 

10.6.1 
10.10.1 

  

 
Explanation 

Risks of system abuse can be significantly reduced by limiting rights in a system. Principles that 

can be used in the policy, are for example, based on "standard no access", "least privilege", 

"need-to-know" or functional separation (Separation of Duties).According to the principle of 

"Least privilege' users rights are limited to the minimum set of permissions necessary to 

perform the job properly. This principle is in addition to the rights of employees (including 

managers) and shall also apply to applications and processes. 

 
The principle of least privilege must therefore be taken into account during the design of the 

application. A user account or user-id is often defined in many places and is then linked to 

authorization groups. The way that this is done is described in SSD-8. 

 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 rights and privileges 

 
SSD-8 Least privilege 

 indicators 
/01 rights and privileges 

/01.01 The principal shall, on the basis of risk analysis, determine which tasks are 

incompatible for the users. 
/01.02 The design takes into account incompatible rights. 
/01.03 The (web) application provides through the granting of authorizations that 

no more than the assigned rights and privileges are made available for the 

users. 
/01.04 Web applications run on the underlying servers using "least privilege". The 

hosting party implements the curtailment of the rights, such as those 

specified by the software supplier in the configuration guide. 

/01.05 Web applications and underlying servers are configured so that also 

security-related events are recorded. 
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Explanation 

/01.01 These are tasks that are specified in the job description (or in a TRA matrix, 

whereby functions are assigned in detail to functionaries). 

/01.03 Use is made of the authorization groups, such as is explained in SSD-7/01.01. 

/01.05 The hosting party implements the logging and monitoring of security-related events, 

such as those specified by the software supplier in the configuration guide. 

/01.05 In the security-related events such acts are included, using the rights that go beyond 

the least-privilege. 
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3.9. SSD-9: Registering Unsuccessful Login Attempts 

 
 

 
SSD-9 Registering Unsuccessful Login Attempts 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web) application registers unsuccessful login attempts. 

Objective 
(why) 

Signaling an attack in time, so action can be taken thereon. 

Risk If unsuccessful login attempts are not detected and monitored there is a risk 
that unauthorized persons may enter unseen in the systems. 

Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   
 AC-7 11.5.1   

 
Explanation 

By acting in a timely manner to failed login attempts a potential attack including a brute 

force attack, can be countered. A brute force attack is an attack method that 

consists of trying all possible options to break in, until a successful option is found. 

By capturing, monitoring and reacting to the failed login attempts damage is prevented or 

restricted. 

 
Compliance indicators 

/01 unsuccessful login attempts 

 
SSD-9 Registering Unsuccessful Login Attempts 

 indicators 
/01 unsuccessful login attempts 

/01.01 Only there where no central authentication features can be used, such as 

described in SSD 5 and SSD 6, the authentication and logging finds place by 

the (web) application. 
/01.02 The (web) application and the (web)server record failed login attempts in 

log files. 
/01.03 The log files are openly available for real time monitoring by the client or a 

third party designated by the client. 

/01.04 The client is responsible for the monitoring and analysis of log records with 

failed login attempts in order to adequately address threats. 
 

Explanation 

/01.01 In order to avoid (web) application having to carry out the logging, use is preferably 

made of central authentication facilities. 

/01.03 The configuration guide describes how the logs are associated with monitoring 

facilities. 
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3.10. SSD-10: Concurrent Session Control 

 
 

 
SSD-10 Concurrent Session Control 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

A (web) application includes Concurrent Session Control, which permits only 

one session per user, unless it can be justified that more is necessary. 

Objective 
(why) 

To let the use of accounts and sessions of and with users expire in a 

manageable way, by limiting the number of sessions. 
Risk The uncontrolled allowing of multiple concurrent sessions increases the 

chance of errors by users and makes the logic of the (web) applications 

complicated, in that this logic must take account of operations through 

multiple sessions with the same user. 
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

 AC-10    
 

Explanation 

The technical enforcement of the ability to manage the number of concurrent sessions within 

 the same application is referred to as "Concurrent Session Control’. 

The designer determines via a functional analysis whether more than one concurrent session for 

a user is required and how to prevent any risks arising. If there is no demonstrable 

need, it is sufficient to limit the number to one concurrent session per user. 

 
 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 one session per user 

 
SSD-10 Concurrent Session Control 

 indicators 
/01 one session per user 

/01.01 The designer determines via a functional analysis whether more than one 

concurrent session for a user is required and how to prevent any risks 

arising. 
/01.02 The designer explains the reasoning if more than one session per user 

appears necessary. 
/01.03 The(web)application limits the number of concurrent sessions for each 

user according to the specification of the designer. 
 

Explanation 

/01.01  The number of authorized sessions may vary by type of account or per account. 
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3.11.  SSD-11: System Use Notification 

 
 

 
SSD-11 System Use Notification 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web) application displays to the user during the interactive logon 

process a message to be complied with, which makes the user aware of the 
rights and obligations. 

Objective 
(why) 

The message alerts the user to his legal obligations, creates a disincentive 

for unwanted actions and for a proper basis to log and monitor. 

Risk The risk of not having a System Use Notification is that a malicious person 

could claim in retrospect no knowledge of the rules for the proper use of the 

(web) application, or may object to the recording of the operations 

performed. 

Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   
 AC-8 11.5.1 

15.1.5 
  

 
Explanation 

A System Use Notification is an announcement that is required for (web) applications with 

an interactive login interface. A user who want to log in gets a two part message: 

1. It is emphasized that the (web) application may only be used for activities that are 

permitted by the client. 

2. It is emphasized that the actions performed are recorded and can be analyzed by the 

client. 

 
 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 messages to be complied with 

 
SSD-11 System Use Notification 

 indicators 
/01 messages to be complied with 

/01.01 The client sets the text that is included in the System Use Notification. 

/01.02 The (web) application shows the System Use Notification during the 

interactive logon process to the user. 
/01.03 The (web) application ensures that the user has to performed an action to 

remove the System Use Notification from the screen, for example to press 

Enter. 
 

Explanation 

/01.01 The System Use Notification contains for example: 

 A message which points out to users that they have access to a Dutch government 

system and / or the (relevant government) organization; 

 The use of the system may be tracked and monitored; 

 Unauthorized use of the information system is prohibited and subject to 

criminal and civil penalties. 

/01.03 The System Use Notification remains on the screen until the user acknowledges the 

content and takes explicit action in order to login or continue further on the system. 
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3.12.  SSD-12A: Session lock 

 
SSD-12A Session lock 

Is no longer a requirement (is entirely separate 

from the application) 
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3.13.  SSD-12B: Session termination 

 
 

 

 
 

Explanation 

If a session with a (web) application remains open, misuse could be made by other parties. 

Session termination ensures that the session is terminated after a time interval of inactivity 

specified by the client. 

 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 predefined period 

 
SSD-12 Session termination 

 indicators 
/01 predefined period 

/01.01 A default of 15 minutes is used, unless the functionality requires otherwise. 

 

 
/02 automatic session termination 

 
SSD-12 Session termination 

 indicators 
/02 automatic session termination 

/02.01 The (web) application automatically activates session termination after an 

interval of inactivity required by the client. 
/02.02 Session termination corresponds to logging out by the user and the (web) 

application thereby accordingly destroys the session.  

 

SSD-12 Session termination 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web) application terminates a session after a set period of inactivity 

by the user through automatic session termination. 

Objective 
(why) 

Preventing a session from being unattended and accessible to other 

people for longer than a limited period of time, after the user session is 
left unattended. 

Risk The lack of a session termination could have the result that the already 

opened session is abused by a malicious person. 

Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   
 AC-12 11.3.2   
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3.14.  SSD-13: Non-repudiation 

 
 

 

 
 

Explanation 

For certain transactions, such as financial transactions or transactions that have a legal effect, it 

must be recorded in a non-repudiable manner who carried out the transaction. A cryptographic 

technique with an electronic signature is used to determine the identity of the user and non-

repudiation of the transactions. In relation to this standard, there may be processing of personal 

data, where legal obligations have to be observed.  

 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 designated transactions 

 
SSD-13 Non-repudiation 

 indicators 
/01 designated transactions 

/01.01 During the risk analysis, the client determines for which transactions non-

repudiation is required. Think e.g. of the processing of financial, personal and 

other confidential data.  

/01.02 During the design phase the designated transactions are defined in further 

detail and it is determined in which way the non-repudiation will be 

implemented.  
/01.03 The (web) application enforces the non-repudiation of the designated 

transactions. 
 

Explanation 

/01.01 The organizations must define and approve the strength of the connection between 

the person who carries out the transaction and the information. This is done on the 

basis of the nature of the information and the risk factors which are determined 

during a risk analysis.  

/01.03 The design sets out how the non-repudiation will be achieved.  

/01.03 The application validates and ensures the connection between the person who carries 

out the transaction and the information. The validation of the connections is e.g. 

achieved by using cryptographic check sums or hashing. 

/01.03 Non-repudiation can be enforced by making use of different techniques or 

mechanisms such as digital signatures or digital acknowledgments of receipt like with 

S/MIME. 

SSD-13 Non-repudiation 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web) application supports non-repudiation of the designated 

transactions by means of cryptographic techniques. 
Objective 
(why) 

Record transactions, of which it must be clear that they have been carried 

out effectively by a specific user, in a non-repudiable way.  
Risk If a specific transaction cannot be linked to a specific user in an 

undeniable manner, that person can then deny his/her involvement in the 

transaction later on. 
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

 AU-10 10.8.2 
10.9.1 

12.3.1 
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/02 cryptographic techniques 

 
 

 
SSD-13 Non-repudiation 

 indicators 
/02 cryptographic techniques 

/02.01 The client imposes requirements in terms of cryptographic techniques so that 

these can be classified as safe to guarantee the non-repudiation.  

/02.02 The client specifies in which way the management of keys and certificates is 

organized for the cryptographic technique used.  
/02.03 For the designated transactions, the (web) application uses the cryptographic 

technique which meets the requirements of the client.  
/02.04 The software supplier documents the way in which the keys are managed in 

the configuration guide.  
/02.05 The hosting party is responsible for the management of the keys in accordance 

with the defined processes.  
 

Explanation 

/02.01  The policy has been documented and approved by the client.  

/02.03  For audit purposes, it is recognizable within the application, but possibly also in the 

recording outside the application, how the evidence is structured, with at least 

information about the following: 

 The identity of the person who carried out the transaction;  

 The date on which the transaction took place;  

 The purpose of the transaction transfer.  
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3.15.  SSD-14: Assuring Session Authenticity 

 
 

 

 
 

Explanation 

A session (via http) between the (web) application and the user is assigned a unique session ID. 

After the user has logged out, the web application must actively close the session in order to 

prevent that another user can pick up the session which is still open and continue working with 

it.  

In this context, there are requirements for the session ID such as that it must be unpredictable. 

Therefore a number is used which is long enough and a next session number is selected 
randomly.  

 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 unpredictable way of numbering 

 
SSD-14 Assuring Session Authenticity 

 indicators 
/01 unpredictable way of numbering 

/01.01 A session ID must be sufficiently strong, namely a long number, to make it 

unpredictable.  
/01.02 Each time a user logs in or logs in again, the web application generates a 

new session ID randomly.  

 
Explanation 

/01.02  In practice the standard functionality to generate a session ID in an application 

development environment will be sufficient.  

 
/02 ended actively 

 
SSD-14 Assuring Session Authenticity 

 indicators 
/02 ended actively 

/02.01 The web application actively destroys the session on the server side when a 

user logs off the application.  

SSD-14 Assuring Session Authenticity 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web) application uses an unpredictable numbering method for the 

session numbering, and when the user logs off, the session is actively ended. 

Objective 
(why) 

Preventing the misuse of a session which is still open but is not used any 

longer by the original user.  

Risk If another person can take over the session which is still open, this creates 

the possibility of misuse of identity of the original user.  

Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   
B4-2 SC-23    
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3.16.  SSD-15: Separation of Presentation, Application and Data 

 
SSD-15 Separation of presentation, application and data 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The architecture of a (web) application is based on a layered structure by 

separating the presentation layer, the application layer and the data,  

to allow protection of the data within the network zones. 
Objective 
(why) 

Ensuring the confidentiality and/or integrity of the application logic and/or 

data. 
Risk Compromising the application logic and/or data. 
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

     
 

Explanation 

(Web) applications which are offered to a non-trusted environment, but which will have to 

ensure confidentiality and/or integrity of the application logic and/or data, are protected by 

means of zoning. For internet this occurs at a network level by means of a DMZ. By applying 

this compartmentalization or layering to the architecture of (web) applications as well, 

compromising a server, application or data of which the confidentiality and/or integrity of the 

application logic and /or data must be ensured, is prevented. To this end, the presentation 

layer, the application layer and the data are kept separate wherever possible.  
 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 layered structure 

 
SSD-15 Separation of presentation, application and data 

 indicators 
/01 layered structure 

/01.01 Separation of presentation, application and data enable assurance of 

confidentiality and/or integrity of the application logic 

and/or data. 
/01.02 Business-critical application logic, confidential data or data of which the non-

repudiation must be ensured, are stored outside the DMZ.  

/01.03 The configuration guide describes which parts of the application are placed 

in which zone.  
/01.04 The hosting party applies security regimes to the zones, which are specific for 

each zone.  
 

Explanation 

/01.01 The DMZ is considered a non-trusted environment, which makes it unfit to store 

confidential data.  
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3.17.  SSD-16: Network zoning 

 
SSD-16 Network zoning 

Is no longer a requirement (is entirely separate 

from the application)
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3.18.  SSD-17: Management interface 

 
 

 
SSD-17 Management interface 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

Management activities are carried out via a management interface which is 
separate from the standard user interface. 

Objective 
(why) 

Preventing unintended use or abuse of the management functionality.  

Risk Because of the lack of adequate blocking of data, ordinary users can acquire 
management access rights or the administrator can, as a user, carry out 
incorrect managerial tasks unintentionally.  

Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   
B1-2 SC-2 11.4.5   

 
Explanation 

Applications, data collections and platforms are managed. For the managerial activities a 

management interface must be available which ensures that the management activities are 

carried out in a structured and verifiable manner. Differentiating between management and 

production functionality prevents a conflict between production and management activities.  

By allowing the management interface to access the application via the internal network only, 

it is avoided that the associated manager functionality is compromised from the internet.  

 
 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 separate management interface  

 
SSD-17 Management interface 

 indicators 
/01 separate management interface 

/01.01 The design and the application ensure that the management interface via 

authorizations and predefined functionality is achieved in accordance with the 

specified separation of functions.  
/01.02 The design and the application ensure that all management functionality is 

included in an interface which is recognizable as a management interface.  
/01.03 The design and the application ensure that the management interface is 

not available for regular users.  
/01.04 The management interface only uses safe protocols. 
/01.05 The hosting party only allows external access to the management 

interface by means of an authorized and secure connection.  
 

Explanation 

/01.01 Function separation has been used, as described in SSD-7.  

/01.04 The issues/considerations mentioned below serve as input for the separation between 

management and production. The decisions made must be underpinned, taken at the 

right (organizational) level, documented and maintained so that the design/setup of the 

network is always up-to-date. The starting point must always be: Deliver the minimum 

necessary (most needed) in order to provide the desired functionality.  

Determine which management mechanisms must be used: 

Use proved standard protocols which do not contain security risks or of which the 

security risks are known and manageable.  
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It is therefore necessary to determine up front which management mechanisms must 

be applied and which ones must not be applied. Use encrypted management 

mechanisms and do not allow connections which send information as clear text (in non-

encrypted form) over the network. Examples of secure connections are:  

 Secure Shell (SSH) instead of Telnet. 

 Secure Copy (SCP), SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) or FTP over SSL (FTPS) 

instead of File Transfer Protocol (FTP). 

 HTTPS instead of HTTP for web interfaces. 

/01.05  Determine how managers are given access to the management part:  

It must be determined how managers get access to the management part. There are 

several possibilities:  

 Implement management clients in the management part, which can only be used in 

a secured room. The management of the environment can only be handled through 

these physically secured management clients.  

 Implement management clients in the management part which can be accessed 

on the basis of a remote interface (for example Citrix or Microsoft RDP) by a 

limited number of workstations within the internal network. From their workstation 

on the LAN, administrators make a connection to the management clients and can 

then manage the environment from these management clients.  

 Implement a separate management LAN within the internal network and only 

allow connections towards the management part from this management LAN.  

 Implement a VPN tunnel when the management is carried out remotely via the 

internet. A VPN tunnel can of course be used as well if the management is 

carried out from the corporate network. 
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3.19.  SSD-18: HTTP validation 

 
 

 
SSD-18(HTTP) validation 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web) application verifies the content of a (HTTP)request by validating it 

before using it.  
Objective 
(why) 

Compliance with this criterion makes sure that only verified input will be 

processed.  
Risk Access to, modification, loss, or abuse of data by e.g. manipulation of the web 

application logic.  
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

 SC-2 11.4.5   
 

Explanation 

The (web) application receives input from the user and from other applications. An important 

rule of thumb is that the web application must not trust any input. To that end, the web 

application must be programmed in a ‘defensive’ way, where all content received via HTTP 

requests is validated before it is used.  

The distribution of the checks on specific attributes depends on the web server and on the web 

application(s) with which the web server cooperates.  
 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 validation 

 
SSD-18 (HTTP) validation 

 indicators 
/01 validation 

/01.01 The web application verifies the correct authentication and authorization of 

the initiator of a HTTP request. 
/01.02 The web application verifies the type, length, format, characters and 

patterns of a HTTP request. 
/01.03 The web application verifies the incoming: 

 URLs; 
 Query parameters (variables passed on by the client via a GET); 
 Form parameters (variables passed on by the client via a POST); 
 Cookies; 
 HTTP headers; 
 XML (including protocols such as SOAP, JSON and REST); 

 Files. 
/01.04 For protocols other than HTTP, checks similar to HTTP checks are carried out.  

/01.05 The web application removes unwanted input and renders risky characters 

from the input harmless.  
/01.06 The configuration guide of the software supplier describes which checks are 

to be carried out and which unwanted input must be removed by the web 

server.  
/01.07 The hosting party has carried out the configuration in accordance with the 

configuration guide.  
 

Explanation 

/01.01 As a rule this will be a product characteristic of the web server concerned. This requires 

inspection of the source code (code review) or a warranty provided by the software 

supplier.  
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/01.02 Validate the following scenarios: 

 It is not possible to use a cookie from an IP address other than the IP address to 

which the cookie has been delivered.  

 It is not possible to carry our transactions for validated users from a different 

website then the website by which the user was validated.  

/01.04 Think e.g. also of internal consistency, like valid separators for attachments in email 

(Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)). 

/01.05 The content of all components of a HTTP request is validated based on unwanted input.  

If it is difficult to filter out all possible malicious input based on the whitelisting, then an 

additional validation of the input can be done based on malicious keywords, characters 

and patterns (blacklisting). Think of input fields where a user can enter free text.  

The web application filters the input on the basis of:  

 Malicious keywords (like ‘DROP’ or ‘ rm ’) 

 Malicious characters (like ‘’’ or ‘’’) 

 Malicious patterns (like ‘/**/’ or ‘..\..\’) 

The filtering is concentrated on the program parts where the input is processed. 

When input is used to build a database query, other filters are required as 

compared to when an LDAP query is built.  

If the input contains multiple keywords, characters or patterns of the blacklist, these 

are removed before the input is used within the application logic.  
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3.20.  SSD-19: Normalization of 

input 

 
 

 

 
 

Explanation 

The (web) application receives input from the user and from other applications. This input 

can take different forms. The (web) application must first normalize the input before the 

input can be validated by means of filtering mechanisms.  

Normalization of content means that the content will meet certain restrictive rules. This 

eliminates the possibility to bypass the validations. In addition, the input is represented in such 

a manner that it can be processed safely on all places in the web application (elimination of SQL 

and HTML injections). 

By means of normalization the (web) application ensures that malicious requests cannot 

mistakenly bypass the validation filters. Normalization is also known as anti-evasion9
 or 

canonicalization10. 

 
 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 normalization 

 
SSD-19 Normalization of input 

 indicators 
/01 normalization 

/01.01 The (web) application monitors the input for suspicious characters or 

commands. 
/01.02 The (web) application handles a.o.: 

 Conversion of NULL characters to blanks; 
 Encoding of special characters to a standard encoding such as UTF-8; 

 Normalization of path references such as ‘/./’ and ‘/../’; 
 Removal of redundant blanks and end of line characters; 
 Removal of obsolete white space; 

 Conversion of backslashes ‘\’ to forward slashes ‘/’.; 
 Conversion of mixed case strings to lower case strings. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

9
 https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Virtual_Patching_Best_Practices#AntiEvasion_Capabilities 

10
 https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Canonicalization,_locale_and_Unicode or 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canonicalization 

SSD-19 Normalization of input 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web) applications prevent manipulation by normalizing all input received 

before it is validated.  
Objective 
(why) 

Access to, modification, loss, or abuse of data by e.g. manipulation of the 

application logic.  
Risk Without normalization of the input received, malicious parties can make use 

of vulnerabilities to get hold of data, modify data or add data.  

Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   
B3-3     

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Virtual_Patching_Best_Practices#Anti-Evasion_Capabilities
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Virtual_Patching_Best_Practices#Anti-Evasion_Capabilities
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Canonicalization,_locale_and_Unicode%20o
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canonicalization
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Explanation 

/01.01 The guidelines for the processing of input apply to all input originating from outside the 

application. So not only (end) users, but external systems and applications as well.  

/01.02  Also use the OWASP guideline for data validation 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Data_Validation. 

/01.02 Use (at least) the existing standard services. 

/01.02 Convert all characters involving risk to a safe format. 

The escape character (\) preceding a character indicates that the character is to be 

interpreted literally, \" becomes ". Another way of escaping is using the hex value of 

a character, \x22 becomes "11. However, this does not produce the desired text if the 

text is compiled using an ASCII12 incompatible character set13. 

Characters from the input which can be processed and are not unwanted can still be of 

risk if they are used within the program logic. To prevent problems with this, these 

characters must be made ‘harmless’. 

Hazardous characters can be part of legitimate input. Take e.g. a look at the following 

example where the name of a city (’s-Gravenhage) causes a query which is 

syntactically incorrect. 

SELECT * FROM news WHERE title LIKE '%'s-gravenhage%'; 

By escaping the apostrophe, the database treats the apostrophe as a part of the input 

and not as a part of the query. Many programming languages support standard services 

to escape dangerous characters.  

Similar conversions apply to e.g. HTML, XML, et cetera. 

The following hazardous characters from the input are rendered ‘harmless’:  

 Carry out escaping on the input after applying whitelists and possibly 

blacklists. 

 Escaping is geared to the program parts where input is processed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

11
 22 is the hex ASCII value of a double quote.  

12
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASCII 

13
 Until December 2007, ASCII was the most commonly used character set on the internet, 

later on this became UTF-8. 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Data_Validation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASCII
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3.21.  SSD-20: Encoding of dynamic components 

 
 

 
SSD-20 Encoding of dynamic components in the output 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web)application limits the output to values which can be processed 

(safely) by normalizing them. 
Objective 
(why) 

Prevent manipulation of the system by other users.  

Risk Manipulate the working of, or the information on, systems of others via 

output of the (web) application.  
 

Explanation 

Almost each web page not only contains static but dynamic information as well. This dynamic 

information may for example originate from databases or other sources, but may also be based 

on input of the user. The way in which the (web) application codes the dynamic page content 

depends on the place on the page where this dynamic content appears.  

If a (web) application performs insufficient checks of the output which is returned to the user, it 
may happen that the output contains unintended or undesired content.  
Output validation prevents that the (web) application issues undesired requests to the client, 

e.g. in the event of a XSS. Output validation can be implemented by encoding of all dynamic 

content of a web page.  

 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 normalization 

Normalization of the output prevents that the receiving system can be manipulated via the 

web application.  

 
 

SSD-20 Encoding of dynamic components in the output 

 indicators 
/01 normalization 

/01.01 All output is formatted to a safe format.  
/01.02 The configuration guide of the software supplier describes which checks on the 

removal of undesired input must be carried out by the web/application server.  

/01.03 The hosting party has carried out the configuration in accordance with the 

configuration guide.  
 

Explanation 

/01.01 Extended tests can demonstrate that output is always normalized. As a rule, 

specific code reviews provide greater assurance.  

/01.01 Encoding of dynamic page content implies that the web application possibly codes 

‘dangerous’ characters. The way in which the web application encodes the dynamic page 

content depends on the place on the page where this dynamic content appears. Special 

characters in HTML, javascript, HTML attributes and URLs all have to be encoded in a 

different way. Take for instance the ’greater than’ character (>). Depending on the place 

where this character is used, the encoded version of this character looks as follows:  

 HTML encoded: &lt 
 HTML attribute encoded: &#x3E 
 javascript encoded: \x3E 
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 CSS encoded: \3E 
 URL encoded: %3E 

Many scripting and programming languages have standard libraries to carry out the 

encoding.  
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3.22.  SSD-21: Parameterized queries 

 
 

 
SSD-21 Parameterized queries 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The web application only communicates with the underlying and back-end 

systems on the basis of configured (parameterized) queries and commands and 
only for the benefit of the required functionality. 

Objective 
(why) 

Prevent vulnerability of underlying and back-end systems and safeguard the 

integrity and confidentiality.  
Risk Access the content of the underlying and back-end systems or being able to 

manipulate this content via manipulation (e.g. command or SQL injection).  

 
Explanation 

A web application integrates with underlying and back-end systems (for example the underlying 

operating system and an underlying database) by making use of commands and queries.  

There are roughly two methods to generate a query or command from a web application 

which uses input from a user: Via dynamic strings or via parameters. 

For dynamic strings, the web application adds a fixed string (e.g. the start of a SQL SELECT 

statement) to a variable (e.g. the content of a WHERE clause). Using this method, it is possible 

that input delivered by a user modifies the query in an uncontrolled way. This may cause data to 

be destroyed or to become available to users in an unfiltered way, which is breach of 

confidentiality.  

When parameters are used, the web application uses a fixed string for the query where only 

variables have a fixed position. The mechanism which handles the substitution of the 

variables on this fixed position also ensures that the query cannot be modified.  
 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 queries and commands 

When parameterized queries are used, the syntax of the query is static and input is only used 

to fill pre-defined variables. By preventing that the query can be modified, the web application 

prevents SQL injection attacks. Parameterized queries are also more efficient: Because they 

are pre-defined, they make optimum use of the known table structures. Yet they do not 

provide the end user full freedom. Similarly, statically programmed commands ensure that 

the user cannot influence the nature of the commands.  

 
SSD-21 Parameterized queries 

 indicators 
/01 commands and queries 

/01.01 The source code of the web application only contains command and query 

texts which are built from fixed text fragments that are already available.  

/01.02 User input which has to be used in commands and queries is passed on in 

such a way that its intended function cannot be altered.  

 
Explanation 

/01.01 The supplier of the software issues a statement about this from an independent third 

party or makes the source code available for review.  
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/01.02  To the extent that user input is used in commands and queries, this input is passed on 

as parameters. The purpose of this is to prevent that the user himself can determine which 

commands or queries are executed.  

 
/02 required functionality 

Services which are not required for the functionality of a (web) application represent an 

unnecessary risk and should therefore not be used.  

 
SSD-21 Parameterized queries 

 indicators 
/02 required functionality 

/02.01 For each web application it is known which functionality of the back-

end systems is required.  
/02.02 Direct data access to back-end systems is undesired and is only allowed if 

no other options are available.  
 

Explanation 

/02 The connection to back-end systems is documented, including the type of 

connection and the required (user) access rights.  

Think e.g. of File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Telnet, Post Office Protocol (POP)/SMTP 

(mailbox function), et cetera. 

/02.02 The consideration to deviate from this is laid down in the design documentation.  
 

Vulnerability 
 SQL injection (OWASP 2013: A1 – Injection, CWE-89: SQL Injection) 
 Command injection (OWASP: Command Injection, CWE-77: Command Injection) 
 OS command injection (CWE-78: OS Command Injection) 
 Code injection (OWASP: Code Injection) 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10_2013-A1-Injection
http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/78.html
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3.23.  SSD-22: Input validation 

 
 

 

 
 

Explanation 

Unverified (not validated) input from users is an important threat for a (web) application. If 

user input is directly used in HTML output, cookie values, SQL queries et cetera, there is a 

(clear) risk that a malicious party compromises the (web) application. A lack of input 

validation may lead to XSS, command and SQL injection vulnerabilities.  

If the (web) application offers the possibility to read files, this creates the possibility for 

malicious parties to run any (web) application code on the server by means of malicious input. 

Unauthorized database access on a server becomes possible then.  

If a (web) application does carry out input validation and filtering, it often appears that the 

filtering is not effective enough to block all possible attacks on the (web) application. This is 

predominantly the case when the (web) application uses blacklisting14
  to remove possible 

dangerous strings from the input.  

The most important rule of thumb for input to a (web) application is that the application should 

not trust any input and therefore has to validate it. The correctness, completeness and validity 

of all input must be validated before it is processed by the (web) application. The input must at 

least be validated on values outside the valid range (boundary values), invalid characters, 

missing or incomplete data, data that do not meet the required format, and inconsistency of 

data as compared to other data in the input or in other data files. Input validation is a 

precondition of reliable data processing and invalid input will be rejected by the (web) 

application. 

When (web) applications are developed, there are a number of starting points with respect to 

input. They are:  

 The client (application)15
 cannot be trusted, so the input originating from the client 

cannot be trusted either. 

 The input is normalized (SSD-19) before it is processed. 

 The input which does not pass one or more checks, is removed or rejected.  

As part of the development process of the (web) application, the software will have to be 

checked explicitly for a correct implementation of these starting points. This requires 

extensive testing and specific code reviews.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blacklist 

15
 http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Client_%28applicatie%29 

SSD-22 Input validation 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web) application limits the possibility to manipulate data by validating 

the input before the input is processed.  
Objective 
(why) 

Prevention of (un)intentional manipulation of the (web) application, 

which would affect the confidentiality, integrity and/or availability of the 

(web) application.  
Risk Access to, modification, loss, or abuse of data by e.g. manipulation of the 

(web) application logic.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blacklist
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Client_%28applicatie%29
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Compliance indicators 

/01 validation 

Validation of the content makes sure that only valid data will be processed. Validation occurs 

at protocol level (mostly HTTP) (SSD-18) as well as at application level. The purpose is to 

prevent that software is misused at the application level, or fails because of the data 

supplied by the user.  

 

SSD-22 Input validation 
 indicators 
/01 validation 

/01.01 Erroneous, invalid, or forbidden input is rejected. The (web) application 
carries out this validation of the input on the server side and does not rely on 

measures on the client side.  
/01.02 The (web) application validates all input provided by the user to the (web) 

application. 
/01.03 For each validation carried out by the (web) application on the client side, 

there is an equivalent validation on the client side. 
 

Explanation 

/01 The guidelines for the processing of input apply to all input originating from outside 

the (web) application. So not only input from (end) users, but also from external 

systems and applications. 

/01.01  Validate the content of a HTTP request on the basis of processable input (whitelist). 

Validate the content for malicious keywords, characters and patterns (blacklist). 
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3.24.  SSD-23: File includes 

 
 

 

 
 

Explanation 

Remote File Inclusion (RFI) is a vulnerability occurring on web servers which use dynamic file 

includes in script and programming languages. If such a web site is vulnerable to RFI, a 

malicious party can run its own code on the server. RFI is possible when a page on a web server 

has the following characteristics:  

 The page is written in PHP. 

 The page uses other PHP scripts via an include (or a similar function).  

 User input determines the name of the scripts used by the page. 

 PHP allows URL includes (allow_url_include = ‘On’). 

Whether an attack is successful or not also depends on the configuration of the web server. If 

for example the PHP option allow_url_include is set to ‘Off’, PHP will not allow the import of a 
PHP script from an external location. It will become more complex then to exploit this RFI 
vulnerability. In that case, it will still be possible to let the script import any local files on the 
server (e.g. /etc/passwd). 
Even if the web server itself cannot establish an internet connection, it will still be possible 

to exploit a RFI vulnerability. A malicious party can e.g. use a base64 data include for this. 

 
Compliance indicators 

/01 dynamische file includes 

 
SSD-23 Remote File Includes 

 indicators 
/01 dynamic file includes 

/01.01 The (web) application does not use dynamic file includes, unless this occurs 

from a trusted location.  
/01.02 The (web) application limits the choice (on the server) to upload files, for 

example via whitelisting16. 
/01.03 The configuration guide of the software supplier describes any measures 

required to prevent includes.  
/01.04 The server is configured in such a way by the hosting party that file 

includes are not possible. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

16
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitelist 

SSD-23 Remote File Includes 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web) application prevents the possibility of dynamic file includes. 

Objective 
(why) 

Prevention of (un)intentional manipulation of the (web) application, which 

would affect the confidentiality, integrity and/or availability of the  (web) 

application.  
Risk Access to, modification, loss, or abuse of data by e.g. manipulation of the 

(web) application logic.  
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

B3-7     

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitelist
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Explanation 

/01.01 The trustworthiness of a location must have been determined in a formal manner. 

/01.01 If malicious parties can process any files in the (web) application by means of malicious 

input, it is possible that any web application code is run on the server. E.g. 

unauthorized database access on a server becomes possible then.  
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3.25.  SSD-24: Restriction of HTTP-headers to be sent 

 
 

 
SSD-24 Restriction of HTTP-headers to be sent 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

In a response to a user, the web server only sends information in HTTP headers 

which is relevant for the operation of HTTP. 

Objective 
(why) 

Prevent access to, modification, or loss of data due to manipulation of the web 

server or web application logic by including as little information as possible in 

a response to users.  
Risk The operation of the web server or web application is manipulated, which brings 

it under the control of an attacker.  
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

B3-8     
 

Explanation 

The web server supports the HTTP protocol. HTTP uses methods, headers and error information 

which can be misused. For that reason, its use is restricted to the minimum required for a 

proper operation of the disclosed web applications.  

A HTTP header contains information which may identify the user. If the web server responds to 

the user copying the HTTP header, it sometimes happens that privacy-sensitive information is 

sent with the response. Leaking information must be prevented wherever possible. HTTP 

headers may reveal information unnecessarily. Therefore the use of the full HTTP header must 

be restricted wherever possible.  

 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 HTTP headers 

 
SSD-24 Restriction of HTTP headers to be sent 

 indicators 
/01 HTTP headers 

/01.01 In the design documentation, the software supplier describes which HTTP 

headers are used by the web application and how HTTP headers are removed 

from the responses.  
/01.02 In the configuration documentation, the software supplier describes which 

HTTP headers are used by the web server and how HTTP headers are removed 

from the responses.  
/01.03 The software supplier underpins and describes any necessary deviations from 

the standard configuration on the web server, which are required for the web 

application to operate properly. 
/01.04 The web server only sends HTTP headers which are of relevance for the 

working of HTTP.  
/01.05 The web server removes all unnecessary information from the HTTP header, 

before using the header for a response.  
 

Explanation 

/01.01  The following information is laid down in the design c.q. configuration documentation: 

 which HTTP methods are important for the operation of HTTP.  

 which HTTP headers are important for the operation of HTTP.  
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 which HTTP requests methods (GET, POST, et cetera) are required for the 

supported web applications.  

 which information in the HTTP headers is essential for the operation. 

 which standard error message(s) are displayed/sent. 

 the way in which the above has been achieved. This includes the configuration 

of the web server and, if applicable, the application level firewall. 

Any deviations from the above which are required to allow the web application to 

function properly must be sufficiently substantiated.  

/01.02 The way in which parts of information can be removed from a HTTP header in a 

response, depends on the type of web server used. As a rule this will be achieved via 

instructions in the configuration of the web server. These are completed at 

implementation time and are verified during an audit.  

/01.05 Sending confidential information is possible though the GET and POST HTTP methods. 

As a rule, all other HTTP headers can be removed from a HTTP response by the 

application without consequences. Consequently, there is no need to send confidential 

information through the http header.  
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3.26.  SSD-25: Restriction of HTTP header information to be displayed 

 
 

 
SSD-25 Restriction of HTTP header information to be displayed 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The web application only shows required information in HTTP-headers which is 

important for HTTP to work properly.  
Objective 
(why) 

Prevent that obsolete technical information included in a response leads to 

information which can be used to manipulate the logic of the web server or 

web application.  
Risk Detailed information about the technical design of the web server is used, 

which brings it under the control of an attacker.  
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

B3-9     
 

Explanation 

HTTP headers may contain a lot of information about the web application and the software used 

by the web application. One of the best known HTTP headers which gives away information is  

the ‘Server’ header. In many cases the web server will, via this header, reveal information about 

the type of web server where the page originates from. When a web server responds to a user, 
the HTTP header sometimes contains too much information. Redundant technical information 
such as the type of web server, or a version number, can be misused by a malicious party.  
For a client it is not important to know which type of web server has sent the response to the 

HTTP request. In this context, the ‘Server’ header can e.g. be removed or be replaced by 

meaningless content.  

 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 information in HTTP-headers 

 
SSD-25 Restriction of HTTP header information to be displayed 

 indicators 
/01 information in HTTP-headers 

/01.01 In the design documentation, the software supplier describes which redundant 

information is removed from the responses or will be reduced to a minimum by the 

web server.  
/01.02 The software supplier underpins and describes any necessary deviations from the 

standard configuration on the web server, which are required for the web application 

to operate properly. 
/01.03 The web server removes the ‘Server’ header from the response or replaces it by 

meaningless content.  
 

Explanation 

/01.01  The following information is laid down in the design c.q. configuration documentation: 

 which HTTP methods are important for the operation of HTTP.  

 which HTTP headers are important for the operation of HTTP.  

 which HTTP requests methods (GET, POST, et cetera) are required for the 

supported web applications. 

 which information in the HTTP headers is important for the operation. 

 which standard error message(s) are displayed/sent. 

 the way in which the above has been achieved. This includes the configuration 

of the web server and, if applicable, the application level firewall. 
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Any deviations from the above which are required to allow the web application to 

function properly must be sufficiently substantiated. 

/01.02  As a rule this will be achieved via instructions in the configuration of the web 

server. These are completed at implementation time and are verified during an 

audit.  
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3.27.  SSD-26: HTTP-methods 

 
 

 

 
 

Explanation 

The web server supports the HTTP protocol. HTTP uses methods, headers and error information 

which can be misused. For that reason, its use is restricted to the minimum required for a 

proper operation of the disclosed web applications.  

HTTP 1.1 and 2.0 support various functionalities. In practice a web application only uses the 

GET and POST functions. For many scripts and objects, only GET is required. The other 

functionalities are almost never required within traditional web applications and represent a 

security risk.  

 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 HTTP functionalities 

 
SSD-26 HTTP methods 

 indicators 
/01 HTTP functionalities 

/01.01 On the web server, only GET and POST are activated, if possible. The software 

supplier underpins and describes any required methods other than GET and 

POST, and includes this in the design documentation. 

/01.02 In the configuration documentation, the software supplier describes which 

HTTP methods are used by the web application.  
/01.03 The hosting party ensures that only the HTTP request methods required by the 

web applications will be allowed on the web server. Any other HTTP request 

methods that are not required are deactivated.  
 

Explanation 

/01.01  The following information is laid down in the design c.q. configuration documentation: 

 which HTTP methods are important for the operation of HTTP.  

 which HTTP headers are important for the operation of HTTP.  

 which HTTP requests methods (GET, POST, et cetera) are required for the 

supported web applications. 

 which information in the HTTP headers is important for the operation. 

 which standard error message(s) are displayed/sent. 

 the way in which the above has been achieved. This includes the configuration 

of the web server and, if applicable, the application level firewall. 

Any deviations from the above which are required to allow the web application to 

function properly must be sufficiently substantiated.  

SSD-26 HTTP methods 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The web server only uses the HTTP functionalities which are required for the 

proper operation of the web application.  
Objective 
(why) 

Prevent the use of unnecessary methods, which can be used to manipulate 

the logic of the web server or web application. 
Risk The operation of the web server or web application is manipulated, which 

brings it under the control of an attacker.  
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

B3-12     
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/01.01 Other methods than GET and POST are almost never required within traditional web 

applications and represent an additional security risk. ‘Web 2.0’ does often require 

additional methods.  

/01.03 In all cases it is recommended to block any HTTP methods that are not required via the 

configuration of the web server or via the application level firewall. 
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3.28.  SSD-27: Error handling 

 
 

 

 
 

Explanation 

The web server supports the HTTP protocol. HTTP uses methods, headers and error information 

which can be misused. For that reason, its use is restricted to the minimum required for a 

proper operation of the disclosed web applications.  

When errors occur, some web applications deliver all kind of information about the 

background(s) of the error. A comprehensive error message may help a malicious party to gain 

more insight in the program logic of a web application. An error message often says something 

about the used database, the executed SQL request or the called file. All this information adds 

to the knowledge of a malicious party about the infrastructure.  

When a problem occurs within a web application, the web server will for example often return a 

status code ‘500 Internal Server Error’. This points to an exception. In such cases it is possible 

that the web server reveals sensitive information about the web application such as database 

names, user names, file names, internal IP addresses etc. To prevent leak of technical 

information, an application level firewall could e.g. detect such a status code. The firewall can 

ignore the detailed response of the web server and return a standard error message to the 

client. This could for example be: ‘An unexpected error has occurred’. Web servers also offer 

functionalities themselves to have standard messages generated on the basis of specific status 

codes.  

 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 content related error information 

 
SSD-27 Error handling 

 indicators 
/01 content related error information 

/01.01 When an error occurs, the information in a HTTP response is reduced to the 

minimum. The error message does indicate that something went wrong but 

does not indicate how it went wrong. 
/01.02 In the configuration documentation, the software supplier describes how the 

web server and/or web application-level firewall must be configured to only 

show and send standard error messages.  

SSD-27 Error handling 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

In error messages to the client, the web server does not include any 

content related error information which can be misused.  
Objective 
(why) 

Prevent leaks of information about the web application, which might 

lead to manipulation of the logic or the web server or web application.  

Risk The error information is used to manipulate the operation of the web 

server or web application, which brings it under the control of an 

attacker.  
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

B3-10 SI-11 12.2.1 
12.2.2 
12.2.3 
12.2.4 
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SSD-27 Error handling 
 indicators 

/01.03 When an error occurs, the web server does not show any detailed information 

to the client, but only a standard error message.  
/01.04 The web server and/or application firewall removes any unnecessary error 

information from the HTTP response. 
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3.29.  SSD-28: Comment (lines) 

 
 

 

 
 

Explanation 

Comment (lines) in scripts or code may unwantedly reveal information. Web applications often 

contain HTML code or ‘client-side scripts’ (such as javascript) with comments. Comment (lines) 

are not always a problem. However, in some cases the comment contains a  

‘reminder’ for programmers during the development and test phase, and the programmers 

forget to remove this information once the web application is taken into production. The 

comment can also contain information that can be used to detect weak spots.  

Think e.g. of scripting code used by an attacker in XSS attacks, information about 

technologies used on the server, and comprehensive error messages. 

If a web application carries out insufficient checks of the output which is returned to the end 

user, it may happen that the output contains unintended or undesired content.  
 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 comment 

The web application does not provide information about the internal operation or 

configuration of the web application itself or of systems with which the web application 

collaborates.  

 
SSD-28 Comment (lines) 

 indicators 
/01 comment 

/01.01 The application developer has removed all comment lines from the scripts 

(code). 
/01.02 Other elements than comment lines such as META, PARAM, OBJECT and 

INPUT, contain comments as well which unnecessarily reveal information such 

as software used, versions or infrastructural components, and must be 

removed from the code which is visible to the user.  
 

Explanation 

/01 During deployment of a web application, all code which is sent to clients can be stripped 

of comments. As an alternative, application-level firewalls are capable of removing 

comment (lines) from HTML and script code, thus sending back ‘filtered’  responses to 

the client. If this option is selected, the configuration requirements must be included in 

the configuration documentation.  

/01.01 Terms and conditions of use may sometimes require that certain information is provided 

when code is used. This often pertains to copyright protection or providing the contact 

details of the author.  

SSD-28 Comment (lines) 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The scripts / code offered to the user does not contain any comment, so that 

this cannot be misused.  
Objective 
(why) 

Prevent leaks of information about the web application, which might lead 

to manipulation of the logic or the web server or web application.  
Risk Acquire knowledge of the technologies of the web application, and then use 

this knowledge to attack the web application.  
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

B3-11     
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Under these circumstances, the usage of comments is acceptable unless the comment 

goes beyond what is required by the terms and conditions of use.  
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3.30.  SSD-29: Directory listing 

 
 

 

 
 

Explanation 

Via a so-called ‘directory listing’ a user can see the content of a directory on the internet. 

Requesting a ‘directory listing’ via the internet can be compared to running a local dir 

command on Windows or a ls command on UNIX/Linux. As soon as a web server offers the 

possibility to run  ‘directory listings’, a malicious party may access the content of ‘confidential’ 

directories (such as the ‘/etc/’ directory on UNIX/Linux systems). 

 
 

Compliance indicators 

/01 directory listings 

Instruction for the configuration of the web server. In any case this instruction will contain 

some basic settings to prevent unnecessary leaks of information.  

 
SSD-29 Directory listing 

 indicators 
/01 directory listings 

/01.01 Access to the content of files in directories must always run via the web 

application.  
/01.02 The software supplier does not use directory listings, unless a conscious 

decision was made to use this functionality. The choice has been recorded 

and underpinned in the design documentation.  
/01.03 In the configuration guide, the software supplier records which directory 

listings must not be disabled.  
/01.04 The hosting party disables the directory listings, with the exception of the 

directory listings recorded in the configuration guide.  
 

Explanation 

/01.01  The web application determines absolute paths for files the user can access directly 

(e.g images) and acts as intermediary for files the user cannot access directly (e.g. 

data files).  

/01.02  It is not possible to request the content of the file system of the server. By default the 

web server does not support directory listings.  

/01.03  If directory listing is enabled, then the visitor of a web page can view the content of 

certain folders. As a rule this will be achieved via instructions in the configuration of the 

web server. These are completed at implementation time and are verified during an 

audit. 

SSD-29 Directory listing 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The information shown to the user does not contain directory listings, so that 

these cannot be misused.  
Objective 
(why) 

Compliance with this criterion ensures that an unauthorized outsider 

cannot see what is stored in the directories of the (web) server.  
Risk Being able to see the content of directories offers the possibility to 

compromise confidential information or to gather knowledge of the 

technologies of the web application. This knowledge can then be used later 

on to attack the web application.  
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

B3-13     
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3.31.  SSD-30: Application logging 

 
 

 
SSD-30 Application logging 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

In the (web) application environment, warning functions (registration and 

detection) are active. These have been set up in anefficient, effective and secure 
manner. 

Objective 
(why) 

Offers the possibility to detect any violations of functional and security 

requirements and to determine later on the correctness of the actions taken 

both at the strategic and operational level.  

Risk Shortcomings and flaws in the products/services delivered cannot be reported 

and recovery actions cannot be taken in a timely manner.  

Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   
B7-1 
B7-2 
B7-4 
B7-5 
B7-6 
B7-7 

B7-8 

IR-4 
IR-5 
IR-6 
IR-7 

6.1.6 
6.2.2 
6.2.3 
10.10.6 
13.1.1 
13.1.2 

13.2.1 
13.2.2 
14.1.3 

  

 
Explanation 

Logging is a process to register activities and events in systems to be able to assess the 

legitimacy of the resource accesses later on, and to report unauthorized access attempts to 

systems and networks in an early stage. Because systems have extensive logging functionality, a 

limited but representative selection of system data to be logged has to be made to allow the 

control activities to be carried out as efficient as possible. A number of organizational and 

technical aspects will have to be taken into account here.  

Blocking of logging data 

The logging information stored is very valuable for malicious parties because they can use it to 

learn a lot about the way the infrastructure is built, and to cover up any traces of misuse. It is 

therefore important to pay attention to the security of logging data so that unauthorized people 

cannot access or modify the data. In this context, another security measure could be to sign the 

log files digitally.  

 
Integrity of registrations: 

To prevent that malicious parties cover up their traces, log files must be set up in such a way 

that adjustments later on are not possible. This security requirement is critical for reconstruction 

questions in relation to the issues/incidents that have arisen.  

Areas of attention with respect to logging information: 

 Determine which events are logged and maintain these rules.  

 Maintain knowledge about correlations pointing to misuse.  

 For better reading of the logging it is recommended to use filters for the logging.  

 Prevent that recognition of suspicious patterns in the logging depends on the skills of the 

operational administrator.  

 

Retention period of registrations: 

It must be decided how long logging can and must be available online and offline.  

Online availability of logging may be critical in resolving security incidents. The duration of the 

offline availability may be restricted by laws and regulations.  
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Before it is decided to log events in an environment, it must be determined how long and in which 

manner logging must remain available. This determines which media are required and how much 

capacity has to be reserved for the logging. The system which stores and processes the data must 

be set up in such a way that data can be identified clearly during their legal or statutory retention 

period. It must be possible to destroy the data in an appropriate way at the end of the retention 

period insofar as the organization will not need the data anymore.  

In some instances, the retention period for information and the type of information that must be 

kept is governed by national law or regulations. This security requirement is critical as well for 

reconstruction questions in relation to the issues/incidents that have arisen.  

 

Centralizing logging data:  

Different logging mechanisms are often used together. One system may only support logging 

based on SYSLOG, another system may only create local log files, and a third system only makes 

information available via SNMP. 

All these different logging mechanisms lead to fragmentation of the logging, where the 

organization easily loses its overview of all events. To be able to detect attacks, it is important 

to centralize all logging at one point. Limit the number of logging mechanisms as much as 

possible.  

By centralizing the logging at one point and making intelligent combinations and filtering you get 

a clear picture of all information from the various components of the infrastructure.  

The log information from the different components is collected in a central log database. This 

includes the following types of information: logging at network, platform, and (web) application 

level, logging at identity and authorization management level, and logging at confidentiality and 

nonrepudiation level.  

 

Synchronization of system clocks: 

To correlate events from different components, the time stamps of these events are used. These 

time stamps depend on the correct time setting on each of the components. The Network Time 

Protocol (NTP) can ensure that the time is the same on all servers and other components. 

 

Alternatives for availability of registrations (log files): 

The usage of central logging mechanisms raises an important question: What do we do if the 

central logging mechanism goes down? When a component cannot store its logging, there is a risk 

that the logging gets lost. This could mean that components no longer register attacks by 

malicious parties, or that transactions are no longer irrepudiable. Therefore, determine 

beforehand which action is to be taken by a component when a central logging mechanism is no 

longer available. In this area, roughly the following actions exist:  

 Let the component function normally while it cannot save the logging. This means that the 

logging gets lost.  

 Let the component function normally and let it save the logging locally. Many components 

have a local logging mechanism to store the logging temporarily.  

As soon as the central logging mechanism becomes available again, the component passes 

on the collected logging information to the central logging location. This prevents 

unavailability of the component and also prevents loss of logging data. However, this is a 

temporary solution. Once the local storage fills up, it must be decided again what the 

component will do next (continue to function - see option mentioned above - or stop 

functioning - see option mentioned below). 

 Stop functioning of the component immediately. This means that users probably cannot 

continue working. This does prevent that attacks on the component remain unnoticed 

because the component does not log them anymore. 
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From a security and availability perspective it is preferable to - as soon as a central logging 

mechanism goes down - initially store events locally and to then stop the working of the 

component once the storage is full. When a new security component is selected, it is therefore 

important to evaluate whether it meets the requirements in terms of logging and temporary 

storage of logging data.  

 
Compliance indicators 

/01 registration and detection 

The registration function pertains to the recording of human and system oriented actions and 

information about events for control and analysis purposes.  

The detection function pertains to (selective) recognition of signals to trace and identify 

undesirable events in the web application environment.  

 
SSD-30 Application logging 

 indicators 
/01 registration and detection 

/01.01 The actions to be registered have been centralized.  

/01.02 It has been decided which events and/or management activities for the web 

application have to be logged.  
/01.03 Detection systems in the web application infrastructure are active to detect 

attacks.  
 

Explanation 

/01.01 The setup is based on an established setup document / design which describes the 

logging principles.  

/01.01 A plan is available describing the activities to be carried out (who, what and when) if log 

records indicate malicious misuse, or measures implemented did not meet the 

requirements and/or expectations or identified shortcomings.  

/01.02 Regulations about events or actions to be logged. The rules about this are 

maintained. Examples of data to be logged are:  

 suspicious events and changes to the web application, 

 successful and rejected access attempts,  

 (un)authorized activities by officers.  

/01.02 Efficiency filters may be used to improve readability. 

/01.03 The design c.q. configuration documentation describes where and how IDS's are 

deployed.  

/01.03 The business needs, considerations and measures. Reporting of the risk analysis 

on which the decision is based.  

 
/02 efficient and effective 

Different logging mechanisms (registration) are often used in parallel in the web application 

domain. To be able to analyze the logging information effectively, in a way which is not 

cumbersome, and with limited effort, it is important to centralize the logging information.  

 
SSD-30 Application logging 

 indicators 
/02 efficient and effective 

/02.01 The systems are configured in such a way that internal system clocks are 

synchronize automatically. 
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Explanation 

/02.01 Systems use internal system clocks for “timestamps” when they record log data. The 

design c.q. configuration documentation describes how the synchronization of the system 

clocks is configured.  

 
/03 secure 

Secure setup pertains to measures related to a correct and timely operation and availability of 

the registration and detection function, safeguard of log files against manipulation, alternate 

paths at downtime, and saving of log files. Correct and timely operation is related to timely 

activation of the registration function. It is important that the system clocks of the various 

systems are in sync. 

 
SSD-30 Application logging 

 indicators 
/03 secure 

/03.01 It has been determined up front what needs to be done when the logging 
mechanisms fail (alternate paths).  

/03.02 The (online or offline) retention period for logging has been determined and 

is reflected in the configuration settings of the systems.  
/03.03 The logging data are secured against modification/removal afterwards.  

 
Explanation 

/03.01 There is a procedure description of the logging mechanism and proof that the 

mechanism of alternate action in the event of failure of the logging mechanisms actually 

works.  

/03.01 It is indicated which action is to be taken by a component when the central logging 

mechanism is no longer available.  

/03.02 Retention periods for log information have been established. This will have to be 

reflected in the configuration settings.  

/03.03 Design documentation, configuration settings and authorization profiles indicate how log 

files are protected against unauthorized modification/removal or modification/removal 

afterwards.  
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3.32.  SSD-31: Standard stack 
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SSD-31 Standard stack 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

The (web) application (environment) uses system components and services which 

are part of a formally specified stack.  
Objective 
(why) 

Compliance with this criterion ensures that overall security is possible to offer 

appropriate protection against the current threats. 
Risk The use of unknown components may lead to new and unknown vulnerabilities and 

risks.  
Reference NCSC NIST ISO27002   

  6.1.4 
10.3.2 

15.1.1 

  

 
Explanation 

Stack is way to describe the various layers of components and services which are used for a 

software solution. A stack which was used successfully will be applied, because the 

components and services have proven to complement each other in practice, and because the 

vulnerabilities are known and therefore covered. Stacks with which we have little experience 

may contain new and unknown vulnerabilities. Vulnerabilities may occur in the form of 

technical problems, but also because for example no end of life strategy has been developed, 

which may cause business continuity risks in the future. It is therefore important that 

management arrangements with the hosting party are part of the choice for a stack. In 

practice, the standard stack is established and managed by the hosting party in consultation 

with the client.  

The stack consists of hardware and software components, including (links to) security features 

such as identity and access provisions.  

To prevent weaknesses in older versions, there are allowed maintenance levels for the different 

components of a stack.  

 
Compliance indicators 

/01 system components and services 

 
SSD-31 Standard stack 

 indicators 
/01 system components and services 

/01.01 One single party is designated to establish and manage the standard 

stack.  
/01.02 The software supplier only uses system components and services which are 

included in the standard stack.  
/01.03 The software supplier underpins and documents deviations from the stack and 

asks the hosting party to approve such deviations.  
/01.04 The hosting party uses the latest security measures, policy and procedures 

for the system components and services in use.  

 
Explanation 

/01.01 In practice, the standard stack is established and managed by the hosting party in 

consultation with the client, and has been published.  
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/01.01 The party takes the input of all other parties concerned into account, so that the stack 

will form a stable and secure environment. To that end, the standard stack can be 

standard per standard application environment, which means that the hosting party 

has more than one standard stack.  

/01.02 For the development of a (web) application, the software supplier may only use 

system components, such as platforms and middleware, which have been approved 

formally and are supported appropriately.  

/01.04 Obsolete security standards offer less protection against threats.  
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Annex: The SIVA method to draft security requirements 

 
The framework 

This second version of the SSD standards is based on the SIVA method [Tewarie, 2014]. The 

SIVA method uses a framework which is divided into domains, with a separate general part 

that covers the policy aspects and control aspects. This framework contains specific layers 

and columns to show the relationship between the security measurements for the application 

environment.  

The merit of this method is that is clearly indicates who does what within a standard. The SIVA 

method also clearly shows the context of the standards.  

The standards are aimed at the “software” object (the application) and do not put demands on 
the provision of an application or of the policy.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The SIVA framework consists of four components, namely  Structure, Content, Form and 

Analysis order. These components are aids and are described as follows: 

 Structure 

The environment, in this case the application environment, is divided into a number of 

domains. This enhances the completeness, relevance, clarity and coherence of the 

aspects being investigated.  

 Content 

Base elements per domain are identified from different perspectives. 

 Form 

The security requirements are formulated per element by means of a formulation rule 

(template).  

 Analysis order 

An iterative analysis process of the layers mentioned under Structure.  

 
Analysis order pertains to the process of achieving standards and is not relevant here because 

we build on existing frameworks of standards wherever possible. This applies to the structure as 

well. The structure is made up of three recognized contexts: policy, execution and control 

context. Because the SSD standards focus on the requirements with respect to the 

implementation of applications and therefore on the execution context, no requirements are set 

by the policy and control context. When the SSD standards were established, the Content and 

Form were used as an aid. 
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Content 

Using the SIVA method, the content component is achieved from four perspectives: Doel 

(Purpose), Functie (Function), Gedrag (Behaviour) and Structure (DFGS). From each DFGS 

perspective a specific collection of base elements (objects) is identified. The perspectives 

concern the following:  

 Purpose – the "why" aspect 

Reason for being of an organization. 

Examples: organization, vision, goals, laws and policy, stakeholders and means 

 Function – the "what" aspect 

The organizational and technical elements that will have to realize the intentions of the 

organization.  

Examples: organizational and technical functions, processes, tasks and task requirements  

 Behavior – the "how" aspect (behavioral aspect) 

The human and technical resources, and characteristics of the technical resources that 

have to shape the organizational and technical functions.  

Examples: actor, object, interaction, state, characteristic and history 

 Structure – the "how" aspect (form aspect) 

The way an organizational and personnel structure is shaped. Examples: business 

organization structure, business architecture, IT architecture and business and IT 

alignment 

 
From the DFGS perspectives, the relations between the objects can be read as follows: the 

elements from the purpose perspective regulate and/or are achieved by the elements from the 

function perspective. The elements from the function perspective use or realize the elements 

from the behavior perspective, which, in turn, are shaped by the elements from the structure 

perspective. 

The following checklist has been used for the SSD standards to determine whether the 

standards cover the focus areas (base elements) for (web) applications and thereby cover the 

risk areas.  

 
Execution context 

(Web) application 

perspectives Base elements Identified elements 

purpose policy - Operational policy 

 means - (Web) application means 
function process - (Web) application rights 

behavior object - (Web) application 

 protocol (input) - (Web) application input 

 protocol (output) - (Web) application output 

 link - (Web) application front-end link 

 connection time - (Web) application session 
structure architecture - (Web) application architecture 

(separation)  

 
Looking at the security requirements in Chapter 3, it appears that the standards cover the 

elements to be identified. This does not mean that the risk areas are fully covered. The SSD 

standards were set up to get a handle on the security of applications instead of delivering a 

complete list, which is what the fully implemented SIVA method tries to achieve.  
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Form 

The Form component of the SIVA framework provides a formula (syntax) for the 

standards:  
 

 
Predicate ( object-1 ,  object-2   ,  Object-3   ) 

 

Action type (   Who, What ,   Why ) 

 

 

This formula contains four elements. The first element is the action (action type). The second 

and third element are the objects which carry out the action (actor, who) or are being acted 

upon (what). The fourth element represents the result or purpose of the action. The table 

below clarifies these elements.  

 

 

Who Actor involved 

What Here things are expressed: 

 that need to be done to achieve/realize/control/monitor goals and be 
able to be accountable,  

 what someone has to do or 
   what a technical function/device does.   

Action type Specific verbs related to the "what" aspect and to a specific layer.  

 
Template used 

The “what” and “why” elements are mentioned separately. In the expression of the standards, 

keywords are used which serve as indicators. For each indicator, further indicators are identified. 

The indicators provide insight in how the security requirements can be met. The keywords in the 

definition of the security requirements ensure that only relevant criteria per security 

requirement are identified.  

 
When the standards were developed, a template was used where the ”who” element was mostly 

left out. This element is reflected in the indicators of the security requirements so that it 

becomes clear who in the chain of functional management, application management and 

technical management is responsible for that part of the standard. This chain is explained in 

Chapter 2.2. 

 
The template used for the standards is: 

 
SSD-nr Subject of the standard 
Criterion (who 
and what) 

What (xxxxxx) <verb> xxxxx keywords xxxxx 

Objective 
(why) 

The reason why the standards are used. 

Risk The risk which forms the reason to use the standard. 
Reference Source 1 Source 2 …   

     
 

Each keyword forms an indicator, which must be met. For this reason each keyword  

is worked out. The template used for keywords is: 
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SSD nr Subject of the standard 
 indicators 
/01 

/01.01 

/01.01 

… 

keyword 
indicator 1.1 
indicator 1.2 
… 

 
The keywords (/01, /02,etc) and the perspectives are numbered (/01.01, /01.02, etc), so they 
can be referred to in the notes hereafter.  

 
The references, where relevant, indicate where in the following standards and guidelines 

additional information is available: 

 NCSC: 

‘ICT Security standards for Web Applications’, part 1 and 2, NCSC, January 2012; 

 NIST: 

Special Publication SP800-53 ‘Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information 
Systems’, NIST; 

 ISO27002: 

NEN-ISO/IEC 27002 ‘Code for information security’, 2005. The "Baseline Information 

Security (BIR) can also be used for the relevant references. 

 


